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FOREWORD
This report presents the results of an analytical study per-
formed from June 26, 1968 through May 12, 1969 on the use of
scale models to determine the structural -dynamic characteristics
of space vehicles. The investigation was conducted by the Denver
Division of the Martin Marietta Corporation, Denver, Colorado,
for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, George C.
Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama, under Contract
NAS8-21456. Mr. Larry Kiefling was the technical representative
for the contracting office.
Mr. George Morosow was the Program Manager for the Denver
Division, and all work was performed under the direction of Mr.
Morosow and Mr• . Ivan J. Jaszli r -., Principal Investigator.
The contractors designation of this report is MCR-69-103.
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ASST CT
.
Because many proposed spacecraft cannot be adequately tested
for dynamic characteristics in the Barth environment, it is neces-
sary to establish the overall feasibility of replacing the proto-
type configuration with an equivalent dynamic model. During this
study, the applicability of dynamic scale models for determination
of the dynamic charg ^teristics of future spacecraft was investi-
gated.
Two classes of spacecraft were considered: (1) the Apollo
Applications Program Orbital Workshop Cluster, and (2) a hypo-
thetical elastic reflecting space antenna. Scaling studies were
performed and the optimum scale factor for each configuration
was, established.' Dynamic model design studies were performed,
and .suitable fabrication techniques for each model were defined.
The ground work for a proposed test program, including sus-
pension system analysis and design, was established. The results
of this study are applicable to the definition of a complete
follow-on experimental investigation.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Dynamic scale models have gained wide acceptance for their
use in determining the structural dynamic characteristics of air-
craft and launch vehicles. Their value as aa experimental tool
in supplementing and validating analytical studies has been proven
beyond doubt. Some areas for application of elastically scaled
dynamic models are:
1) Flutter tests;
2) Aerodynamic buffet and wind-induced oscillations
tests;
3) Vibration tests.
Such models can reproduce the dynamic properties of the prototype
with a high degree of fidelity. They frequently employ elaborate
and expensive construction techniques and may cost several hundred-
thousand dollars.
I.1
The development of large, flexible space vehicles opens a new
area for the use of elastically scaled dynamic models. Accurate
prediction of the dynamic loads and deformations of these vehicles
requires a knowledge of the vibration mode shapes and frequencies.
While analytical methods are available to compute these properties,
they also require experimental validation. This validation can
be accomplished through vibration testing of the full-scale space
vehicle or by vibration testing of a dynamically equivalent model.
Frequently, the only feasible way to perform a vibration survey
is through a scale-model test because some of these vehicles de-
signed for the space environment do not have the structural strength
to be deployed and tested in the Earth environment. Model testing
may offer some advantages over the full-scale test even when both
prototype and model testing is feasible in the Earth environment.
To date, the only elastically, simulated dynamic models that have
been used in space vehicle programs have been associated with lunar
or planetary landing stability analyses.
An indicative (but not dimensionless) parameter that can be
used to define the regimes of dynamic model simulation for vibra-
tion testing is the logarithm of the quotient of the characteristic
maximum prototype dimension divided by the square of the funda-
mental prototype frequency, log (A W-). Table I-1 show y approxi-
mate model simulation regimes. The characteristic dimension is
measured in meters and the frequency in hertz.
a„,
tTable I-1 Approximate Model Simulation Regimes
for Dynamic Models
Scaling Parameter
log	 (A/f`-)
Method of Dynamic
Simulation
Configuration
Applicability
-2r Full-Scale Testing, Small Launch Vehicles
l Replica Scaling, Direct
J
Geometric Scaling
Replica Scaling in
2 Critical Areaa, Direct
Geometric Scaling Large Launch Vehi-
cles
4 AAP-Class Space
Stations 
100-m Antenna
Large Space Stations
6 General Geometric
l Scaling Where Possi-
8	 J ble, Distorted Scaling
1-2
The intent of the study was to establish the overall feasibil-
ity of dynamic scale model simulation for flexible space vehicles
that may be expected in the next decade. The value of the character-
istic scaling parameter for such vehicles is approximately 2 to 4.
The two prototype configurations selected are typical of this
class of vehicles, and the AAP cluster configuration is actually
in the design stage ac present.
The following two main objectives for future model test pro-
grams were considered:
1) Verification and possible improvement of the analytical
met►hods used to compute full-scale vibration mode
shapes and frequencies;
2) Determinaticn of modal data, including local deforma-
tions and modal damping, at an accuracy level beyond
that obtainable by analysis.
Full ac'-!ievement of these objectives requires a model that can
essentially duplicate the modes of the full-scale vehicle. Re-
search performed in the past few years indicates that such simula-
tion is possible. A limited program was performed in conjunction
with the Saturn I program. In addition to prototype vibration
tests, a vibration survey was performed on a 20% replica model
(Ref I-1 thru I-3). These tests indicated the feasibility of the
dynamic model approach to vibration modal data. A more extensive
program on the Saturn. V vehicle included the testing of a 1/40-
scale hybrid mode and a 1/10-scale replica model (Ref I-4). Full-
scale vibration tests were also performed on the Saturn V, and this
permitted a direct comparison with the model results. A vibration
test of a 20%-scale model Titan III vehicle (Ref I-5 and I-6) was
used in place of the full-scale vibration test, although a full-
scale test of the upper stage (Transtage) was later performed.
The experience gained through these programs indicates that mode
shapes and frequencies that faithfully duplicate the results of
full-scale tests can be obtained when replica scaling fs employed.
Of the prototype space vehicles considered in this study, only
the ALiP cluster lends itself to replica scaling. Me construction
of the cluster components, the overall size of the cluster, and the
range of prototype natural frequencies suggest that it is similar
to large launch vehicles of the Saturn and Titan class. Thus, it
was decided that the best dynamic simulation of this vehicle would
be obtained with a replica model. Much of the documented launch
vehicle modeling experience was used in the determination of ap-
plicable scaling methods and design guidelines for the several
modules that comprise the cluster. This same experience indicated
that deviations from replica scaling would be permissible in certain
areas. A limited experimental manufacturing program was undertaken
to determine the feasibility of component manufacture, assembly,
and tolerance control. Several components were fabricated at 1/10
replica scale.
No previous dynamic modeling experience was found to be applica-
ble to the 100-m reflecting space antenna. Careful study of all
aspects of the problem indicated that general geometric scaling,
duplicating overall truss geometry but violating several of the
less important dimensionless scaling parameters, was the most de-
sireable means of constructing the required model. An intensive
design study established the feasibility of model construction at
scale factors in the range of 1/30 to 1/50.
No dynamic model investigation could be considered to be com-
plete without consideration of a comprehensive test program. Dur-
ing this study, a realistic test program for the two models was
outlined. This outline defines required test facilities, equip-
ment, and data recording and reduction requirements, and serves to
lay the foundation for the recommended follow-on test program.
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However, before a complete follow-on program is undertaken, it
appears advisable to perform a preliminary experimental manufactur-
ing program for some of the critical, directly scaled components of
the AAP cluster model.. This program, as defined in Chapter VII,
Section D, should precede definite funding commitments for a com-
plete dynamic model program and, in fact, should be used to estab-
lish whether such a program should be initiated.
I-4
1.
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II-1
II, PROTOTYPE CONFIGURATIONS
The nature of the AAP mission dictates that several configura-
tions consisting of various structural components be considered
from the point of view of structural and dynamic analysis. In
particular, it has been found necessary to examine the CSM docked
to the MDA/AM/SLA/OWS with the LM/ATM side docked (Configuration
1); CSM docked to the LM/ATM (Configuration 2); CSM docked to the
MDA/AM/SLA/OWS (Configuration 3); LM/ATM radially docked to the
MDA/AM/SLA/OWS (Configuration 4); and MDA/AM/SLA/OWS (Configura-
tion 5).
In Section A, a summary of the several configurations is
presented. A detailed description of the particular configura-
tion se! ted for the dynamic model study is also preser.'ed.
The prototype reflecting space antenna configuration is based
on a previous Martin Marietta Corporation design, This configura-
tion was selected for use in the dynamic model study because it
presents many difficult problem areas from the point of view of
dynamic model design. A complete description of this configura-
tion appears later in this chapter.
A. AAP CLUSTER CONFIGURATION
A summary of all AAP cluster configurations is given in Table
II-1. A more detailed description of individual configurations
will be found in Ref II-1 and II-2.
A careful examination of the several configurations indicated
that Configuration LA2 is most representative of the deployed sys-
tem in that this configuration encompasses all of the component
structures, includes consumables, experiments, experiment support
equipment, and considers revised stiffness data pertinent to the
OWS solar panels (Ref 11-2). It is for these reasons that this
configuration was selected for the detailed examination required
to define a dynamic scale model,
II-2
Table II-1 AAP Configurations
^j .-.—+
Configuration 1
Case Al - Complete cluster docked with solar panels deployed,
with consumables, and with experiments and experi-
ment support equipment deployed.
Case A2 - Same as Al with updated OWS panel stiffness.
Case B - Same as Al without consumables.
Case C - Same as Al with ATM and OWS solar panels stowed.
Configuration 2
Case A - LM/ATM docked to the CSM with solar panels stowed
and with consumables.
Case B - Same as A with solar panels deployed.
Case C - Same as B without consumables.
Configuration 3
Case A - Orbital Workshop with AM, MDA, and CSM axially,
docked, with consumables, with solar panels de-
ployed, and with experiments and experiment support
equipment stowed.
Case B - Same as A with experiments and experiment support
equipment deployed.
Case C - Same as B with solar panels articulated.
Configuration 4
Case A - Orbital Workshop with AM, MDA, and LM/ATM side
docked, with consumables, with solar panels of
the S-IVB deployed and with experiments and experi-
ment support equipment deployed.
Case B - Same as A with ATM solar panels deployed.
Case Cl - Same as B with S-IVB solar panels articulated.
Case C2 - Same as C1 with updated OWS panel stiffness.
Configuration 5
Case k - Orbital Workshop with AM and MDA, with solar panels
deployed and with experiments and experiment sup-
port equipment stowed.
Case B - Same as A with solar panels articulated.
4
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1. Detail Description - Configuration JA2
The AAP Cluster Configuration lA2 is shown schematically in
Fig. II-1. The configuration consists of the Apollo Command/
Service Module docked axially and the Lunar Module/Apollo Tele-
scope Mount docked radially to the Multiple Docking Adapter. The
expended, and purged Saturn S ­ IVB stage that forms the Orbital
Workshop is docked axially to the MDA thru the Airlock Module and
Spacecraft/Lunar Module Adapter. Power is provided by the OWS
and ATM solar arrays.
a. Weights Data - Total weights data including center of
gravity locations and moments of inertia are presented in Table
II-2. Module weights and center of gravity locations are presented
in Table II-3. A summary of concentrated and distributed weights
used in the dynamic analysis are presented in Tables II-4 and
II-5, respectively.
Table II-2 AAP Configuration 1A2, Total Weights
Weight = 117,925 lb	 Mass - 305.5 lb	 - sec'/in.
Center of
Gravity	 (in.) Moments	 Products of Inertia	 (lb-sec' in.)
1 X =	 7 9 146,000 IXY =	 80,571X = 1842.2
Y =	 -0.9 1 Y = 46,385,000 1 X = -2 , 408 , 700
Z =	 -60.0 1 Z = 45,067,000 1 Y =	 2199910
Table II-3 AAP Configuration 1A2, Module Weights
Item Weight (lb)
Center of Gravity (in.)
X Y Z
SLA/OWS (Panels Deployed) 40x474 1398.5 4.8 .-3.0
MDA/AM (Experiments Deployed) 14,158 1872.6 -0.8 -2.2
CSM (with Consumables) 33,443 2240.2 -3.8 -0.9
ATM (Panels Deployed) 19,351 1984.5 -6.5 -276.8
LM (with Consumables) 10,499 1981.7 1	 73.7 -146.9
0
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Tablc II-4 AAP Configuration IA2, Concentrated Weights
d`	 3'
Item Weight (lb)
Center of Gravity (in.) Moment of Inertia	 (lb-sec a in.)
X Y z IXX IYY Izz
SU1/OWS 8,700 1125.2 1.69 -3,27 133,044 172,320 155,796
(Less Panels) 13,128 1307.1 3.59 -5.41 421,236 358,224 341,592
9,747 1556.7 16,57 -2.62 332,496 325,176 349,932
5,199 1704.4 -1,84 -7.79 197,568 111,012 110,580
CSM/MDA/AM 780 1703.4 5.10 -3.29 6,348 4,296 4,296
(with Consumables, 2,428 1774.2 2.08 -0.30 20,544 17,616 17,676
Experiments Deployed) 4,991 1832.6 -2.33 3.62 43,992 31,572 32,316
5,084 1954.1 -1.4 -7.3 29,892 49,484 49,899
8,276 2126.6 -3.7 -1.3 46,920 56,072 56,101
15,421 2220.4 -3.8 ..1.9 90,108 134,208 134,208
10,623 2341.6 -3.8 -0.9 62,076 68,052 68,064
ATM 15,436 1983.07 0.28 -264.1 148,280 132,290 123,340
(Less Panels)
LM 10,499 1981.7 -3.7 -146.9
(with Consumable s'
Forward Farside 305.00 2359. 374. -287. 0 0 0
ATM Panel ?33.67 2286. 301. -287. 0 0 0
(ATM/1) 233.67 2214. 229. -287. 0 0 0
233.67 2141. 156. -287. 0 0 0
3.33 2032. 47. -287. 0 0 0
Forward Nearside 305.00 2359. -374. -287. 0 0 0
ATM Panel 233.67 2286. -301. -287. 0 0 0
(ATM/2) 233.(7 2214. -229. -287. 0 0 0
233.67 2141. -156. -287. 0 0 0
3.33 2032. -47. -287. 0 0 0
Aft Nearside 244.00 1611. -374. -287. 0 0 0
ATM Panel 233.67 1684. -301„ -287. 0 0 0
(ATM/3) 233.67 1756. -229. -287. 0 0 0
233.67 1829. -156. -287. 0 0 0
3.33 1938. -47. -287. 0 0 0
Aft Fa-side 244.00 1611. 374, -287. 0 0 0
ATM Panel 233.7 1684. 301. -287. 0 0 0
(ATM/4) 233.67 1756. 229. -287. 0 0 0
233.67 1829. 156. -287. 0 0 0
3.33 1938. 47. -287. 0 0 0
Nearside OWS 70.0 1604. -125. -35.8 0 0 1.0
Panel Flange
Farside OWS 70,0 1604. 125„ 54.9 0 0 1.0
Panel Flange
I -	 , ,	 -
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Table II-5 AAP Configuration lA2, Distributed Weights
Inertia
(lb	 - sec`)
Length Weight Mass I	 I	 I
Item (in.) (lb/in.) (lb	 - sec 2/in. 2 ) xx	 yy	 zz
OWS Panel
Outrigger
(1 of 2) 410.0 0.9756 0.00253 0 10.ci o
Deployed OWS
Panel Array
(1 of 6) 280.0 1.64286 0.00426 5.7 0 5.5
b. Structural Data - The complete structural model used in the
vibration analysis of Configuration lA2 is reported in detail in
Ref II-1.
2. Vibration Analysis -_Configuration lA2
A three-diiiiensional modal analysis of Configuration lA2 has
been performed under National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion Contract NAS8-24000. A summary of the results is presented
here. A complete description of the results can be found in Ref
II-2 .
a. Method of Anal
rdin
' - Definition of methods used, specifi-
cally a derivation of.analytical program, to derive modal
properties will be fou 	 Ref II -3.
b. Results of Analysis A total of 100 configuration modes
were determined. The modal displacement stations used in the
analysis are depicted in Fig. II-2 and summarized in Table II-6.
il-
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Table II-6 AAP Configuration 1A2, Modal Displacement
Stations
Location
Coordinates
	
(in.)
X Y Z
OWS Gimbal Point 1086. 0. 0.
OWS Fwd Oxidizer Dome (Tangency) 1231. 0. 0.
OWS Fwd Oxidizer Dome 1319. 0. 0.
OWS Crew Location 1319. 0. 120.0
OWS Fwd Fuel Dome (Tangency) 1541. 0. 0.
OWS FWd Fuel Dome 1671. 0. 0.
SLA End Point 1780.. 0. 0.
AM End Point 1680. 0. 0.
AM Centerline 1780. 0. 0.
MDA Centerline (Port) 1985. 0. 0.
C SM/MDA Latch Plane 2088. 0. 0.
CM Centerline 2150. 0. 0.
CM Crew Location 2150. -24.0 0.
SM Centerline 2243. 0. 0.
SM Gimbal Point 2360. 0. 0.
Telescope End Point 1985. 0. -340.8
AZM Centerline 1985. 0. -287.
Gimbal - Ring Plane 1985. 0. -276.
CMG Plane 1985. 0. -214.
LM Centerline 1965. 0. -185.
LM Crew Location 2006. -48.0 -174.
LM Centerline 1985. 0. -142.
Latch Plane (LM) 1985. 0. -77.
Latch Plane (Port) 1985. 0. -77.
Port/MDA Intersection 1985. 0. -55.
1' `1 	 .7"'
Identification of the lowest 100 modjs, including uncoupled
and coi.ip,led frequencies, are presented in Table II-7.
ri
r
R
OWS /2 = Farside OWS Solar Panels
OWS/1 = Nearside OWS Solar Panels
ATM/i = Forward Farside ATM Panel
ATM/2 = Forward Nearside ATM Panel
ATM/3 = Aft Nearside ATM Panel
ATM/4 = Aft Farside ATM Panel
Cluster = CSH Docked Axially and LM /ATM
Docked Radially to MDA/AM/SLA/OWS
Frequency (Hz)
Major Uncoupled
Mode Contributing Mode Coupled Uncoupled
1 Rigid Body Mode 1 0. 0.
2 Rigid Body Mode 2 0. 0.
3 Rigid Body Mode 3 0. 0.
4 Rigid Body Mode 4 0. 0.
5 Rigid Body Mode 5 0. 0.
6 Rigid Body Mode 6 0. 0.
7 ATM/2	 Z 1 0.1,35 0.134
8 ATM/1	 Z 1 0.137 0.134
9 ATM/4	 Z 1 0.145 0.145
10 ATM/3
	
Z 1 0.150 0.145
11 OWS/1	 1 0.457 0.459
12 OWS/2	 1 0.466 0.459
13 Cluster Elastic 1 0.565 0.494
14 OWS/2	 2 0.589 0.589
15 OWS/1	 2 0.590 0.589
16 OWS/1
	
3 0.594 0.594
17 OWS/2	 3 0.594 0.594
18 OWS/2	 4 0.595 0.595
19 OWS/1	 4 0.595 0.595
20 OWS/2	 5 0.595 0.595
21 OWS/1	 5 0.595 0.595
22 OWS/2	 6 0.604 0.604
23 OWS/1	 6 0.604 0.604
24 A'B'M/1	 Z 2 0.685 0.693
25 ATM/2	 Z 2 0.701 0.693
26 ATM/3
	
Z 2 0.705 0.711
27 ATM/4	 Z 2 0.731 0.711
28 Cluster Elastic 2 0.802 0.601
29 OWS/1
	 7 1.146 1.133
30 OWS/2	 7 1.148 1.133
II-9
Table 1I -7 AAP Configuration 1A2, Coupled Modes
II-10
Table 11-7 (cont)
Frequency (Hz)
Mode
Major Uncoupled
Contributing Mode Coupled Uncoupled
31 Cluster Elastic 3 1.568 1.548
32 ATM/1 	 Z 3 1.650 1.650
33 ATM/2	 Z 3 1.652 1.650
34 ATM/3	 Z 3 1.663 1.661
35 ATM/4 	 Z 3 1.663 1.661
36 OWS/2	 8 1.863 1.863
37 OWS/1	 8 1.872 1.863
38 OWS/2	 9 1.877 1.877
39 OWS /1 	 9 1.877 1.877
40 OWS/2	 10 1.877 1.877
41 OWS /1 	 10 1.877 1.877
42 Cluster Elastic 4 1.989 1,959
43 OWS/2	 11 2.130 2 ,
44 Cluster Elastic 5 2.279 2.150
45 OWS/1	 ll 2.380 2.106
46 ATM/2	 Z 4 2.657 2.657
47 ATM/4	 Z 4 2.659 2.658
48 ATM/2	 Z 4 2.661 2.657
49 ATM/4	 Z 4 2.662 2.658
50 OWS/2	 12 3.407 3.407
51 OWS/1	 12 3.408 3.407
52 OWS/2	 1.3 3.410 3.410
53 OWS/1	 13' 3.410 3.410
54 OWS/1	 14 3.410 3.410
55 OWS/2	 14 3.410 3.410
56 OWS/2	 15 3.628 3.627
57 OWS/1	 15 3.633 3.627
58 OWS/2	 16 3.786 3.786
59 OWS/1	 16 3.787 3.786
60 OWS/2	 17 4.280 4.281
61 OWS/1	 17 4.322 4.281
62 OWS/2	 18 4.931 4.931
63 OWS/1	 18 4.931 4.931
64 OWS/2	 19 4.931 4.931
65 OWS/1	 19 4.931 4.931
66 OWS/2	 20 4.933 4.933
67 OWS/1	 20 4.933 4.933
68 Cluster Elastic 6 5.509 5.169
69 Cluster Elastic 7 6.342 5.237
70 Cluster Elastic 10 7.532 8.020
II-11
Table II- 7 (conc l)
Major Uncoupled
Frequency (Hz)
Mode Contributing Mode Coupled Uncoupled
71 Cluster Elastic 11 8.098 8.333
72 OWS/2 21 9.904 9.905
73 OWS/1 21 9.927 9.905
74 Cluster Elastic 10 10.420 8.020
75 OWS/2 22 10.522 10.520
76 OWS/1 22 10.538 10.520
77 OWS/2 23 10.642 10.647
78 OWS/1 23 10.657 10.647
79 Cluster Elastic 12 11.051 11.403
80 Cluster Elastic 12 11.763 11.403
81 OWS/2 24 13.261 13.243
82 OWS11 24 13.386 13.243
83 Cluster Elastic 14 16.190 14.757
84 Cluster Elastic 13 16.574 11.925
85 Cluster Elastic 15 16.955 15.098
86 Cluster Elastic 16 17.101 17.002
87 OWS/2 25 17.129 17.020
88 OWS/1 25 17.167 17.020
89 Cluster Elastic 17 17.716 17.279
90 Cluster Elastic 18 18.450 19.092
91 Cluster Elastic 20 19.094 18.874
92 OWS/1 26 20.148 20.147
93 OWS/2 26 20.150 20.147
94. Cloister Elastic 19 20.844 18.802
95 OWS/2 27 20.938 20.933
96 OWS/1 27 20.944 20.933
97 Cluster Elastic 21 21.884 21.238
98 Cluster Elastic 22 22.645 22.144
99 OWS/2 28 22.697 22.679
100 OWS/1 28 22.710 22,679
0"
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The cluster elastic modes are of primary interest. These
modes are summarized in Table II-8 and presented graphically in
Fig. II-3 thru II -6.
Table II-8 AAP Configuration LA2, Cluster Elastic Modes
I
Mode
Coupled
Frequency (Hz) Description
13 0.565 LM/ATM Rocking in X-Z Plane`
28 0.802 LM/ATM Rocking in Y-Z Plane
31 1.568 CSM/MDA/AM/OWS First Bending in X-Y Plane
42 1.989 CSM/MDA/AM/OWS First Bending in X-Z Planet
44 2.279 CSM/MDA/AM/OWS Second Bending in X-Y Plane
68 5.509 CSM/MDA/AM/OWS Second Bending in X-Z Planet
71 8.098 CSM/MDA/AM/OWS Third Bending in X-Z Plane**
'` See Fig.	 II-3.
t See Fig.	 II-4.
t See Fig.	 II-5 .
** See Fig.	 II-6.
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B. REFLECTING SPACE ANTENNA CONFIGURATION
The space antenna has a circular planform and a parabolic
reflecting surface. It is intended for Earth orbital deployment,
and proper orientation is maintained through an onboard control
system. The antenna is launched in a collapsed state and is
erected in orbit by pressurization of the expandible trusswork.
This trusswork consists of aluminum wires imbedded between
two very thin layers of Mylar.* The reflecting surface is met-
alined Mylar. The prototype configuration is 328.1 ft (100
meters) J.n diameter and weighs approximately 330 lb.
The prototype antenna consists of 24 identical 15° segments,
hereafter identified as gores (Fig. II-7). Construction is such
that the parabolic reflecting ( front) surface can be defined in
cylindrical coordinates ( r, z, 6) as
0<r<1968.0
z  = 157.5 x 10 -6 r2	for	 [II-1)
0	 8 < 211
The nonreflecting (back) burface is defined by the parabola
0 <r <1443.2
zB1 = z  - 131.2	 for	 1147- 2]
0 <Q <2n
and by the linear expression,
ZB2 = K 
(zF
)
	 + (1 - K) CzBl1968 ,0	 1443.2
1443.2 < r < 1968.0
f or
0 < 8 < 2-,r	 [II-3
where
K r - 1443.2
524.8
In all following analyses, the assumption is made that the
parabolic surfaces are replaced by segmented planar surfaces.
The geometry of the idealized bays (Fig. II-8) is given in Table
II-9.
*Registered trademark of E. I. duPont deNemours, Inc.
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Table II-9 Reflecting Space Antenna, Geometry of
Idealized Bays
Bay b a c
a+ch	 2 r	 b
0 131.26 -- -- -- --
1 263.36 24.4 102.9 63.7 0.24
2 266.03 102.9 171.6 137.2 0.52
3 270.42 171.6 239.8 205.7 0.76
4L,R 276.45 119.6 154.3 136.9 0.50
5'L,R 284.01 154,3 188.4 171.4 0.60
6 L9 292.99 188.4 222.5 205.5 0.70
7L,R 303.05 222.5 256.7 239.6 0.79
Note:
	
1.	 All dimensions in inches.
2.	 Bay numbered radially outward.
3.	 Subscripts L and R indicate left and right
portion of bay (Fig. II-7).
1, Detail Description
A detail description of the prototype antenna is required for
model analysis and design, The materials used in construction
have properties as defined in Table II-10.
Table II-10 Material Properties
Property	 Aluminum
	 Mylar
Density (lb/in.- 3 )	 0.1	 5.03 x 10
Young's modulus (lb/in. 2 )	 10.5 x 106	5.5 x 105
Shear modulus (lh' ; n; 2 )	 3.0 x 10''	 2.0 x 105
a. Truss - The trusswork 4(.,-hat forms the major portion of
this structure is constructed of aluminum wire imbedded within
a double layer of thin Mylar (Fig. II-9), The trusswork consists
of 24 0.011-in, diameter wires evenly spaced about the circum-
ference. Thickness of the Mylar bonding ma Trial is 0.0002 in.
The overall truss diameter is 2.0 in, and is uniform over the
entire surface.
w
0.011 in.
, 0002 in.
II-21
Fig. II-9 Space Antenna Trusswork (Not to Scale)
The truss weigl;t is computed as follows:
Wire diameter = 0.011 in.
Wire area = 22.8 x 10 -4 in .2 (total for 24 wires)
Truss length = 4.6 x 10 5 in.
Weight of wire = 104 lb
Thickness of "rlar = 0.0004 in.
Cross-sectional area = 8n x 10" in.2
Truss length = 4.6 x 10 5 in.
Weight of Mylar = 58.4 lb
WT
 = total truss weight = 162.4 lb
MON
..
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i
f.
b. Reflecting Surface - The reflecting surface is constructed
of metalized Mylar that is fabricated by vacuum depositing an ul-
trathin metallic (aluminum) coating over a Mylar base (Fig. II-10) .
g (One Side Only)
Fig. II-10 Space Antenna Reflecting Surface
The reflecting surface is uniform over the entire antenna with
a thickness of 0.00025 in. The total reflecting surface area is
13.35 x 10 E' in. 2
 The weight of the reflecting surface is
W S = 168 lb.
The total antenna weight, exclusive of control systems, is
WA = WT t WS 330.4 lb.
2. Antenna Parameters
Several antenna parameters required for the model scaling study
can be established from the given prototype data.
II-23
a. Truss Mass/Length - The truss mass/length, uniform over
the entire structure, is,
162.4
M 
__ 
386 (4.6 x 105 ) = 9. 14 x 10 - ' lb-sec 2/in. 2 [II-4 1
b. Truss Extensional Rigidity - The double Mylar layer en-
closing the truss wires is assumed to make no contribution to the
extensional rigidity. It follows that
AE = (22.8 x 10-')(10.5 x 10 6 ) = 2.39 x 10 4 lb.	 [1I-5j
c. Ref lec tinQ Surface Mass Density/Area - The reflecting
surface mass density/area, uniform over the entire surface, is,
d S	 386 (13135 x 106) = 3.26 x 10- 8 lb-s.:ec2/in. 3 	[II-6)
d. Reflect niz Surface Rigidity - To perform the scaling
analysis it is necessary to establish the prototype reflecting
surface rigidity, and it must be emphasized here that consider-
ation of this rigidity presents a most interesting problem. ".he
static characteristics of very large, thin panels acting in com-
bined shear and tension and subject to large deformations are not
well known. Therefore, it is necessary to incorporate an approxi-
mation into the analysis. This approximation consists of replac-
ing the entire reflecting surface within a given bay by an ideal-
ized panel that is assumed to act in tension only. The width of
this panel must be estimated by the analyst, Ideally, an ex-
perimental investigation to establish the actual prototype re-
flecting surface characteristics is indicated and is recommended
as a prerequisite to additional investigation. Udder Lhe above
condition, the reflecting surface rigidity (Appendix A) is:
a2KS 
= C3 + ca
2/ 2) + 3 Win.
AE 
where
= b2 + c - a 
2
2
Q^ = b2 + c + a 22
[II- 7]
Iea
^f
z
. 
_-•._..x....11-----_ -.....__
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and the primed quantities refer to the tension members. The geom-
etry is as defined in Fig. II-11. The assumption that only a
portion of the skin is effective in tension (Fig. II-11) yields
the effective area A',
A" = wt - tf (a + c) b
	 (11- 81
where c represents the Fraction of effective reflecting surface.
The reflection surface rigidity can then be expressed as:
a2
KS 
_ (^3 + cat/2) +',	 lb/in.	 [21-9]
AE	 cbt (a + c) E `
Fig, II-11 Configuration of Idealized Truss Bay
it-25
3. Vibration Analysis
A vibration analysis of a simplified model of the prototype
reflecting space antenna was performed to establish basic dynamic
characteristics. The model considered for this analysis was an
eight legged, two bay representation (Fig,. II-12) with a diameter
of 100 m, overall height of 18.6 m, and a maximum bay depth at the
center of 3.0 m.
Fig. II-12 Idealized Prototype Antenna for Vibration Analysis
The prototype rigidity characteristics were adjusted to account
for the face. iva[ the computer model considered only eight gore3.
This "smearing" of prototype into analytical model was performed
is a manner consistent with usual techniques and was introduced
to reduce the problem to a size that would facilitate an economical
computer solution. The total number of collocation points was 26,
each with 6 degrees of freedom, .resulting in 156 total degrees of
freedom. The required stiffness and inertia matrices were con-
structed using standard f.i,n^te element modeling techniques and
.	 were collapsed to eliminate rotational degrees of freedom. The
resulting model then considered a total of 78 degrees of freedom.
-.+ter.,. .. .. .__ _^.^.. ._.,.._____
	
<- -,_"^...^ .-.. ^._..._-..^._...^_
	
-	
•--^--^.--^	 .v	 -	 ..	 --	 ^..u..,-fie--
	 ^^
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Two cases were evaluated. The first case modeled the actual
prototype antenna. The second case considered the prototype an-
tenna without a reflecting surface to establish the overall effect
of the reflecting surface. A tabulation of the first several nat-
ural frequencies obtained for each of the models is given in Table
11-11.
Table II-11 Natural Frequencies for Prototype Antenna
Frequency (Hz)
With Reflecting Without Reflecting
Mode Surface Surface Description
1-6 0.0 0.0 Rigid Body
7 -- 0.02 Torsion
8 0.33 0.33 Rending
9 0.35 0.33 Bending
10 0.42 0.39 Bending
11 0.42 0.39 Bending
1.2 0.44 0.41 Bending
13 2.60 -- Bending
14 3.40 0.79 Bending
15 3.40 0.79 Bending
Plots of the first six elastic modes are shown in Fig. II-13
thru II-1,6. These modes are representative for both analytical
models. Note that the torsional mode occurs only for the case
with no reflecting surface.
T1-27
Fig. 11-13 First Elastic Mode (Torsion)
1"
r
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_. Fig. II-14 Second and Third Elastic Modes (Bending)
Lille
1'7-29
T^ t„
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Fig. II-1.5 Fourth and Fifth Elastic Modes (Bending)
FFig. II-16 Sixth Elastic Mode (Bending)
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III. DYNAMIC MODEL SCALING STUDIES
The basic requirement governing the design of any dynamic model
is that of similitude between the model and the full-scale struc-
ture that is to be simulated. This requirement must be satisfied
for any of the time-dependent physical processes or characteristics
that are of interest to the experimenter. The analytical tool
generally used to develop the similitude laws governing model de-
sign is dimensional analysis. The development of this method (Ref
IiI-1 thru III-4) is attributed to Buckingham and Rayleigh. Dimen-
sional analysis is based on the hypothesis that the solution of a
physical problem is expressible in the form of a dimensionally
homogeneous equation written in terms of the variables affecting
the problem. Once these variables are specified, .a group of di-
mensionless scaling parameters can be derived. Similitude is a-
chieved when the scaling parameters are identical for both the
model and the prototype.
A. SCALING ANALYSES
The prediction of the vibrational characteristics of dynamic
systems through the use of scale models is based on the assumption
that both model and prototype are governed by the same physical
laws. From these physical laws can be established the modeling
laws that mathematically relate the corresponding characteristics
of the two systems. The nr,, Jimensional form of the system govern-
ing equations must be the same for both model and prototype.
In general, structural models can be separated into several
classes -- the particular model choice is governed by the complex-
ity of the prototype structure, the type of exciting forces, and
the frequency range to be investigated. A graphic representation
of the particular model class that are considered in this investi-
gation are shown in Fig. III-1.
If the exciting frequencies are below the first few structural
frequencies, many of the details present in the prototype can be
neglected, the structure can be represented by mass-spring-damper
elements, and, within this limited frequency range, the model will
exhibit faithful dynamic similarity. As the exciting frequency
spectrum increases a more complete geometrical similarity is re-
quired as the prototype vehicle no longer behaves as a single unit
but rather becomes a multibranched structure.
;z
i
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 Dynamic Model Classes
The form of applied excitation also governs the choice of
model. If the applied forces are approximately uniform over the
surface, geometric scaling of skin , panels is a reasonable approach.
For propagating excitation (e.g., noise) it becomes necessary to
accurately scale geometry, mass, and stiffnes3 characteristics.
1. Basic Dimensions for Scaling Analyses
The foundations of dimensional analysis are based on the premise
that it is possible to establish certain sets of nondimensional
scaling relationships in terms of the applicable physical variables
that affect a given system. Throughout this report, these physical
variables will 'be expressed in terms of the following basic dimen-
sions:
}p	 4
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1) M = mass;	 4)
2) L = length;	 5)
3) T = time;
Q = heat;
R = absolute temperature.
2. Matrix Approach to Compatible Scaling Parameters
A generalized matrix approach to dimensional analysis can be
used to develop scaling laws. The technique is straightforward
and reduces the problem to one of matrix algebra.
In principle, a physical problem will involve a functional re-
lationship among n variables necessary to describe the phenomonon.
For example,
V  = f'(V1P VP ,	 ., Vn-1)'
	
[III-1)
or equivalently,
f(V1 , V2  .	 . , Vn ) = 0	 [III-2 j
Dimensional analysis presupposes the form of Equation [111
-21 to
be that of a product of the pertinent variables, exponentiated in
accordance with their unknown contribution to the product. Theo-
retically, there are n functional relations of the type shown in
Equations [III-1] or [III-2). However, all n of these relations
will not be independent as will be shown. Further, if Equation
[III
-2] is dimensionally homogeneous (i.e., it does not depend on
the fundamental units of measurement), i` can be reduced to a re-
lation among a complete set of dimensionless products, or scaling
parameters, n.,
J
,^1
	
	
F(nl, nz,	 . ., nN ) = 0	 [III-3)
In essence, this is a statement of Buckingham's Theorem (Ref III-
1). When a mass, length, time system of measurement is used, the
size, N, of a complete set of dimensionless products is equal to
"the number, n, of necessary variables minus the number, d, of
fundamental dimensions (Ref III-4). Thus, there are N independent
relations of the form of Equation [III -21.
 Equation [III-3] does
not imply that the functional relationship is known, but merely
that one exists. Calculation of the dimensionless products, n,,
J
is accomplished through dimensional analysis. However, the func-
tional relationship, F, among these products must lie within the
realm of experimentation. Whatever the form of Equation [III-3],
it must be satisfied by both the model and the prototype.
Y
III-4
I	 I
. 4
A dimensionless product can be expressed in the form
	
n	 qij
n j = TT V.	 j = 1, 2,	 . , N	 [III-4]i
i.=1
A dimensional equation (one expressed in terms of fundamental di-
mensions only) can be obtained from Equation [III-4] if each var-
iable V i , is expressed in terms of its fundamental dimensions.
For example, if the acceleration of gravity is the n th variable,
then V* = LT' where the * indicates dimensionality.
n
Let
d	
Pk i
V1 = TT Dk	[III-5]
k=1
where D  is the k th fundamental dimension. The exponents, qij,
can be determined if Equation [III-1] or [III-2] is expressed in
product form
n	 C.i
K TT V,	 = 1
	
[III-6 ]
i=1 i
where K is some constant. This is equivalent to the j th dimension-
less product of Equation [III-4], where C i is the j th column of
qij'
Substitution of Equation [III-5] into a dimensional form of
	
Equation [III-6] yields	 C
	
n	 d	 Pk i i
TT TT D	 = 1	 [III-7]
i=1 k=1 k
In order for Equation [III-7] to be satisfied, all exponents must
vanish. Therefore,
	
I P kil {Ci} = 0.
	
[111-81
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Equation [III-8] represents d linear, homogeneous equations in n
unknowns. For a well-formulated analysis the rank of 
I 
P ki] will
be d, so that (n - d) = N independent solutions exist. This is
consistent with the number of dimensionless products in a complete
set (see Equation [III-31). Equation [III•-8] can be solved by
several techniques of matrix algebra, one of which is outlined as
follows (Ref III-5):
1) Remove N columns of [P] by postmaltiplication with an
(n x d) transformation matrix [Zi ], forming a (d x d)
matrix [ P31,,
[ P11 _ [P] [Z11
where [Z1 ] must be selected so as not to render [P1]
singular. The remaining columns of [P] then form a
(d x N) matrix [P2 ] so that
[ P2] = [ P] [Z2]
where [Z2 ] is an (n x N) transformation matrix.
[III-9]
[III-10]
2) Let [Q] be an arbitrary (N x N) matrix whose columns
are mutua'l'ly orthogonal (such as the (N x N) identity
matrix). Then [Q] represents an arbitrary choice of
the N independent q. 's of Equation [111-4], forming
N linearly independent vectors. A natrix equation
analogous to Equation [III-8] can be written for the
exponents of the N dimensionless parameters
[P11
 [ U ] + [P2 ] [Q] = 0
where the vectors of [U] are the unknown gijIs.
Therefore, because [P 1 ] is nonsingular,
[U] = -[ P1 ] -1 [P? ] [Q].
[III-11]
[III-12]
3) The exponents of the pertinent physical variables, Vi,
can be determined by assembling the [U] and [Q]
matrices according to
1giJ! 
= [ Z11 [U] + [Z21 IQ]-	 [III-13 ]
4) With the solution of Equation [III-13], a complete set
of N dimensionless scaling parameters is determined.
ITI-6
,e
H. AAP MODEL SCALING PARAMETERS
Several types of scaling methods will be considered in the
proposed design of the AAP Orbital Workshop Cluster model. The
following paragraphs briefly describe these scaling methods. A
detailed description of the recommended scaling technique for each
of the several modules that comprise the cluster is contained in
Chapter IV.
1. Rey^,Xa Scaling
Replica scaling is defined as identical geometric scaling using
prototype materials. For this type of scaling, the individual mem-
bers of the prototype are scaled to the specified model size. The
use of prototype materials implies that the model-to-prototype ra-
tios of mass density and m4Lerial properties be unity. If the
length scale is defined as
A
n	
?m	
[III-14]
P
where A = any dimension and the subscript m refers to model and
the subscript p refers to prototype, the important model-to-proto-
type scaling ratios will be as shown in Table III-1.
Table III--1 Replica Scaling Ratios
I1x ^b^
Variable Scaling Ratio
Young's Modulus E
/E	
= 1
m	 p
Shear Modulus G	 = 1
m	 p
 IG
Mass Density Pm / P	 = 1p
Length lm/T,p = n
Area A /A	 = n2
m	 p
Area Moment of Inertia = n4
m	 p
Polar Moment of Inertia J /J	 = n4
m	 p
Mass/Unit Length mm	 = n2
m/ P
Mass Moment of Inertia/Unit Length J = n4
0 / 0m	 p
Frequency (4)	 =
m 
/w
P
1 /n
Time t	 /t	 = n
m/	 p
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This scaling technique will automatically satisfy structural
scaling laws but, unfortunately is restricted by manufacturing and
tolerance control limitations that arise in small scale models.
Also, replica scaling cannot be used to simulate low-gravity slosh
effects.
2. Direct and General Geometric Scaling
In those areas where replica scaling is not desirable from
either, a manufacturing or an economic standpoint, direct or general
geometric scaling can be considered.
Direct geometric scaling is similar to replica scaling in that
the overall geometry, mass, and stiffness properties of the proto-
type are simulated; exact detail is not always simulated. This
scaling method is advantageous as very little loss of accuracy is
realized at a substantial, saving in design and fabrication costs.
The replica scaling ratios (Table III-1) may be applied to direct
geometric scaling.
General geometric scaling can be employed in those areas where
replica or direct geometric scaling is not required. In this case,
it may be convenient to express the model properties in terms of
"distortion parameters" that indicate the degree of distortion of
the individual parameters. For example, suppose that it is desired
to simulate, with the same model-to-prototype frequency ratio as
would be dictated by replica scaling, the lateral bending vibra-
tions of a slender beam-like structure. The replica scaling fre-
quency ratio (Table III-1) is proportional to the inverse of the
length scale. The functional relationship between frequency and
beam properties is
W = f (7
—)/ mA3
	 [III-15
and the pertinent variables, when expressed in terms of distortion
parameters, A, become
W p
m
W	 n
p
\7I^M/(
7,—)  = ^cn3p
R
	
(MA3 )
M
	
p 
= n 
m 
n(_'
[III- 16)
II1 L -1r
Th . me del -t.)-prototype frequency ratio,
["A) '1wp	 (EI/ .) m (m l)p/(E.I /.,%)(m,^3)m
w r itten In terms of' these distortion parameters, is
[III-171
a4"	
l a^ 3	
n`	 (III-18 J
n	 / m
'].his equation indicates that the length scale, n, can be removed
from further scaling considerations and that the relation between
the three distortion parameters is
L - 
- lc ui h	 (III-191
It is required (for the frequency ratio specified) that A = 1.0
and, therefore, identical distortion of beam stiffness and mass
distribution is required.
This scaling techni,quo must be carefully analyzed to un^:u ,. e
that the portion of the structure so simulated will deform in a
manner similar to the prototype. Distorted scaling usually neg-
lects some scaling parameters that are not important to the sim
ulation of an individual phenomonon to preserve the more important
parameters.
3. Equivalent Beam Representation
Certain portions of the cluster configuration can be repre-
sented as a beam structure as the modal characteristics within the
range of interest can be determined from bending, torsional, shear,
and longitudinal stiffness distributions and from the mass distri-
bution. All of these distributions are a function of the longi-
tudinal coordinate. Only longitudinal, torsional, and neutral axis
transverse (all points at a given cross-section move as a single
rigid mass) motions are considered. In addition, proper simulation
of the end fixity conditions will be required.
The functional relationship between modal frequency and beam
properties for free vibration with the elastic range is
W = f (m, %) 3 0 , AE, EI, kAG, GJ, ?\, X)
	
(I1I-20]
EI
GJr.
); l^TL,= AEAP
E 
ns kAGA2
J0
mw2 l,4
= El
7. _ 1­4
 A
[IIT-21
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where
W	 frequency, T"1'
M = mass/unit length, ML--,
1.	 characteristic length, L,
Jo
	 torsional mass moment of inertia /unit length, M[.,
AE . extensional rigidity, MLT"Fry
E 
	
bending rigidity, ML3T"2,
k AG	 shear rigidity, MLT"2,
GJ
	
torsional rigidity, MLA"",
Ta any length, L,
X
	
distatice of mass center from elastic axis, L.
The application of tie dimensional analysis techniques developed
previously yields seven independent scaling parameters. These
parameters are
The relationsl , , between model and prototype dynamic character-
istics can be obtained from the :above scaling parameters. For ex-
ample, the general frequency scaling is
	
m _ / EI ./( El
	
h
I	 4 ^ 	 I	 [III-221W mA	 m^^
	
p	 m	 p
or
	
Wm 	 GJ	 li GJ
/^
	
^J I 	
Jo^2
)
	 [III-23
p
t,^. Ms chanical Anal,;;,
The dynamic respons—
 of the cluster is affected by the near-
zero-g slosh of the " v rgnJ..i_c liquid propellants Ln the Service
Module propellant. Can(<.s. It has been established that simulation
a
0
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of this phenomonon in a 1-g Earth environment will probably re-
quire the use of a mechanical analogy. This analogy involves the
design of a device that has a mass equivalent to the scaled pro- 	 r
pellant mass and a frequency equal to the slosh frequency. A low-
friction Rolamite device has been designed for this propose. A
detailed explanation of the justification for this type of simu-
lation and the design of the Rolamite itself appears in Chapter IV.
C. ANTENNA MODEL SCALING PARAMETERS
The overall complexity and relatively small dimensions of the
individual structural members of this configuration precludes the
use of replica scaling. Adequate component strength for assembly
and testing in the 1-g Earth environment requires a much stiffer
structure than would result from direct geometric scaling. Fre-
quencies of the model structure typically sknuld exceed by one or
two orders of magnitude the frequencies that result from direct
scaling. Model mass may be two to four orders of magnitude higher
than the equivalent directly scaled mass. In general, it should
be possible to construct a general geometric dynamic model that
preserves the overall geometry but does not reproduce exactly the
local geometries of the prototype. This type of scaling has been
selected for the proposed space antenna dynamic model.
T',e assumed functional relationship between the physical vari-
ables that govern the dynamic characteristics of the antenna is
[III-24)W = f(m, AE ) KS , d S , T, A)
f^ --;—+	
where
w = frequency, T-1,
m = truss mass/unit length, ML-1,
AE = truss extensional rigidity, MLT-2,
KS = reflecting surface rigidity, MT-2,
d s
 = reflecting surface mass density/unit area, ML-2,
T = any length, L,
A = characteristic length, L.
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The required scaling parameters, developed using the techniques
described previously, are
d A
[III-25]
AE	 4	 AE
A complete model definition can be made through examination of
these four nondimensional parameters.
1. Scaling Parameter 11
For the prototype:
(1I1)p = A .
P
For the model:
T
m
Equating model to prototype yields
A
M m
n = T =
P	 1)
which defines the length scale factor.
2. Scaling Parameter 11
For the prototype:
d  A 
(^2>P=
^
m
P
where d 	 and m are known quantities.
P	 p
For the model:
d  Am
(H2 ) m = mm
m
[III-26
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where
m 
A
m
mm = 386
and
Nt "A'k	 >^W
_ m m m + m
d S	 386b hM	 m m
where
N = number of diagonal members in model.. bay (1 or 2),
AW = incremental weight required in model bay to satisfy
M	
scaling relation,
a + c
^^ = m	 m
m	 2
Equating model to prototype yields
IVpA^ + AW 386 m = d Vm m m	 m
	
[111-271
386b h	 p A	 m
m m	 m m
	 p
Rearranging and solving for AW
m 
yields
	
SL
	(() A ^— -
AW = nr f ; A b2
	
_ N m	 m	 1+r	 [111-28]M	 m m p mp	 m Am
 rb
P
where
a + c
	
r = L	 D
2b
p
This defines the incremental weight that must be added to the
individual bays to satisfy the surface mass density,/'area scaling.
t3. Scaling Parameter N
For the prototype:
	
KS P
P
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where 
(AE)T 
is a known quantity. The prototype reflecting surface
rigidity as a function of skin effectivity is:
a -
KS - (^ + c a,-^/2)
	
.
p	 `._L' .____L _1?.
	 +	 1'
	
(AE)	 C b t Ca + c E'
'	 p p p p	 p) P
For the model:
KS A rnM(1 ) m 
- A E
m m
where
a2
m
KS = C^ 3 + c a ' Z 1 + ,3
m	 m	 m m /	 m
A E
	 A'E'
M m	 m m
Equating model to prototype yields
a 2 A	 a 2 A
M m	 _	 _ P 12
	
+ c a2 /2 + '^ A m E m	 J3 + c an 12 +	 Z'
'4 (AE)
nM
	 m m
	 m A'E , 	 p'	 p p/,
	m 	 pbptp(ap + cP)EP
and solution for A I:,/A'E' yields-
m m m m
AmLm = (
_..1) 1+r2
	
A ' E '	 2rE b t E'
	m m
	 p p P p
[III-29]
[III-30)
This defines the required ratio of model trUSs rigidity to diagonal
rigidity for the individual bays.
4. Scaling Parameter 1Ti
For t1he prototype:
m W2A2
P p Lp( 4)	 (AE) p
where (AE)
p	 p
and m are known quantities.
,w.suanF«	 ....:ik15
111.14
For the model:
m W2A2
In 
mm
m A E
m m
where
A
m mM
m	 386
Equating model to Prototype yields
	
w'-A''	 m w-A.
	
m m m	
.- 2.42 12
386 E	 (AE)m	 p
Solution for the model/prototype frequency ratio yields
	
wm 	 1 386 m n Em
—.r.W - n (AE)
	
p	 p	 m
[111-31]
[I'll-32 1
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IV., DYNAMIC MODEL DESIGN STUDIES
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IV. DYNAMIC MODEL DESIGN STUDIES
The results of general model design studies are described in
this chapter. The following goals were defined for this effort:
1) Determine the method or methods for model scaling
and construction suitable for a dynamically scaled
model of the prototype configuration. Consider the
economic and manufacturing feasibility of such methods;
2) Determine the geometric scale factor for the models
consistent with scaling and construction methods;
3) Outline, for the W cluster model, the general con-
straints and requirements for satisfactory dynamic
-modeling of all major subsystems with the intent of
providing an equivalent degree of scaling accuracy
over the entire cluster.
Approximately 30 elastically sealed dynamic models of aircraft
and launch vehicles were surveyed to establish dynamic modeling
costs. Data collected included method of construction, total
cost of model, estimated engineering cost, material cost, and a
measure of simulation quality (the approximate number of modes
simulated by the model). It was established that the method of
construction and the approximate number of modes simulated, rather
than model. size or weight, defined model costs. The summary of
the results of this survey is shown in Fig. IV-1. On the basis
of this survey, an approximate cost factor (Table IV-1) was
established for the various scaling methods.
Table IV-1 Scaling Cost
Scaling Method Cost Factor
Direct Replica 1.0
Direct Geometric O.70
General Geometric 0.50
Equivalent Beam 0.30
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I.
This cost factor is somewhat higher L An the ratio of direct model.
costs. Tile cost factor for general geometric and equivalent beam
scaling was arbitrarily increased somewhat to reflect t y re higher
engineering costs that would be incurred when this approach is
used only for selected portions of the model.
A. DESIGN STUDY FOR 111E Atli' CLUSTER MODEL
Each major component of the AAP cluster was insp!cted mainly
on the basis of experience, expected manufacturing accuracy, and
expected manufacturing cost. It was decided that essentially a
hybrid manufacturing metho,i for the c'.uster is the optimum approach.
An approximate relative quantitative measure o,' expected simula-
tion accuracy of subsystem elastic properties was associated with
each major subsystem, resulting in an engineering preference ma-
t-., x. These accuracy measures were then divided by the approxi-
mate cos y,,  factor for each construction method, resulting in an
approximate measure of cost-effectiveness for the various manu-
facturing methods for each major subsystem (see Table IV-2). By
necessity, these measures are only approximate and serve only to
give a general numerical indicator of an essentially empirical
selection process.
The approximate cost-effectiveness evaluation definitely indi-
cates the following requirements;
1) Docking ports, joints, and the MDA will require near--
replica scaling. This is underscored by evaluation
of the prototype mode shapes (Chapter II), indicating,
significant elastic deformations in these areas.
2) The solar panels may be replaced by an equivalent beam-,
type structure, simulating only mass distribution,
inertia distribution, bending, and torsional stiff-
ness. This type of construction will also result in
the least aerodynamic drag.
3) No really satisfactory approach exists for simulating
the dynamic behavior of liquid propellants in the CSM.
If simulation is desired, the mechanical analogy des-
cribed in a following section will probably provide
the best approach. With no simulation of propellant
dynamics, the best approach may be to simulate empty
propellant tanks, then couple the liquid masses to
the system in a Mathematical model.
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G) General geometric scaling, or even an equivalent beam
approach may be satisfactory for the simulation of
the S-IVB Orbital Workshop due to the small, elastic
deformations exhibited in the important cluster modes.
Because a 1/10-scale Saturn V model exists at NASA's
Langley Research Center, it may be feasible to use
the replica-scaled S-IVB stage of that model as part
of the cluster model.
5) Some major assemblies of the cluster require direct
geometric or replica scaling; the dimensionless scal-
ing parameters should thus correspond to those derived
for replica scaling.
1. Major Subsystems Requiring Replica Scaling
The results of the previous study have indicated the necessity
for replica scaling of the MDA and the AM. A design study of some
of the critical components was performed to estimate the overall
feasibility of replica scale construction. It was decided to
perform this study for a 1/10-scale model and continue with a
1/5-scale design study only if it was shown that a 1/10-scale
model was not feasible. It was further decided that those com-
ponents whose manufacturing feasibility could not be established
by a design study would be fabricated in the Factory Model Shop
of Martin Marietta's Denver Division.
The MDA and the AM (Fig. TV-2).serve as the focal point for
transmission of loads generated by the guidance and stabilization
systems of the orbital configuration and, therefore, represent
critical load paths. Several of the more difficult areas of these
two subsystems were selected for study. These areas are the dock-
1	 ing port barrel section of the MDA and the bulkhead and truss
attachment area of the Structural Transition Section (STS).
a. Multiple Docking Adapter - The MDA is essentially a pres-
sure vessel containing an axial and two radial docking ports near
the forward end. The aft end serves as an interface connection
to the AM. The MDA is provided with a micrometeoroid shield and
serves as a support and storage area for equipment.
w.
gnomon
MDA
STS	 AM
A14
SLA
AM
S-IVB
IV-6	 CM
MDA	 Lm MDA
'' A
Fig. IV-2 MDA-AIM Structure
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The cylindrical section of the prototype MDA is cojr-..trat_:ed
of three barrel sections with each barrel section constructed of
partially Chem-milled panel sections welded together. This results
in 0.076-in. wall thickness and 0.250- to 0.450-in. wall thickness
in weld land areas. The 1/10-scale cylindrical section could be
made from 6061-T6 Schedule 60 pipe. The internal diameter would
be machined to 12.00 in., and the outside diameter machined until
the wall thickness is approximately 1/8-in. Chem-milling could
then be used to achieve the final 1/10-scale thin wall/weld land
area appearance.
The MDA upper dome is made by formed panel sections welded
together. However, the scale-n, rydel dome would be formed by the
Marforming process. The Marform machine provides a fast, accurate,
and economical method of forming many sheet metal parts that form-
erly required hydropress, drop hammer, or mechanical press opera-
tions. Chem-milling could be used to achieve the final 1/10-scale
thin wall/weld land area appearance. The dome and cylindrical
section would then be welded together.
The docking port tunnel section could be fabricated from
barrel sections mechanically attached to each other.. One barrel
section would have to be fabricated of fiberglas to act as a
thermal barrier. The 1/10-scale tunnel section could be fabri-
cated from one piece of machined aluminum with a cross section
designed to simulate the proper stiffness. The port would then
be mechanically attached to the dome or cylindrical section of
the MDA. The docking port hatch ring (30MI,4217-1) was selected
for manufacture during this feasibility study, and no problems
were experienced in machining this part of aluminum alloy 2014.
A cross:-sectional view of the hatch rings is shown, in Fig. IV-3.
The completed 1/10-scale component: is show,l in Fig. IV-4.
b. Airlock Module - The AM is composed of the STS, the tunnel
section containing an airlock, and the support trusses.
The STS bulkhead serves to translate loads carried through
the cylindrical section of the MDA into point loads at the forward
ends of the four support trusses and to carry loads from the trusses
to the SLA. The prototype STS bulkhead was identified as a criti-
cal loud-bearing path, and it was determined that it should be
modeled as exactly as possible.
TV-8
3.325 fn. diameter
0.2812 in.
JvrLL4L1/-1
Fig. IV-4 Docking Port Hatch Ring at 1110
Replica Scale
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Representative components of the STS bulkhead were selected
as trial items to be manufactured to 1/10-scale. The selected
items represent those that are the most difficult to produce and
if these items can be manufactured, then the entire STS can be
built and assembled. The items selected for construction are
indicated in Fig. IV-5 and itemized in Table IV-3.
Table IV-3 STS Bulkhead Components
I, _--1
Item No. Part Material
61A310113-11 Channel 6061-T6 Aluminum
61A310113-13 Channel Clips 2024-0 Aluminum
61A310113-15 Channel Clips 2024-0 Aluminum
61A310113-17 Channel Clips 2024-0 Aluminum
61A310156-3 Fitting-Truss Support W-4V Titanium
61A310150-3 Fitting-Truss Support 6AZ-4V Titanium
61A310150-4 Fitting-Truss Support 6Ak-4V Titanium
61A310150-5 Fitting-Truss Support 6AZ-4V Titanium
61A310150-6 Fitting-Truss Support 6AZ-4V Titanium
61A310118-3 Fitting-Truss Support 6AZ-4V Titanium
61A310118-4 Fitting-Truss Support 6AZ-4V Titanium
To facilitate manufacturing, the following items were
combined into one piece: (Fig. IV-6):
Item No.	 Part
61A310110	 Ring
61A310111	 Ring-STS to Tunnel
61A310113	 Skin
Fig. IV-5 STS Bulkhead
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These items provide continuity of the pressure vessel and serve
as the major assembly location for the bulkhead members, the STS
barrel section, and the AM tunnel. This combination obviates the
need to rivet the assembly and then provide seal welds between
skin and rings.
Manufacture of the assembly from a single piece of 606.-T6
aluminum alloy plate was attempted. The forward side of the
assembly was to be finished first and then mounted on a backup
support or mating surface to enabling the machining of the aft
side. It was felt that the support provided would allow reduc-
tion of the skin to the desired 0.008-in. thickness. However,
as machining progressed, the metal became thinner and started
stretching ahead of the cutting tool. The combination of metal
stretching and cutting tool chatter resulted in cutting completely
through the skin (Fig. IV-7).
The two rings were then cut from the skin and machined
individually (Fig. IV-8). It was decided to fabricate the bulk-
head pressure skin from a single sheet of aluminum having the
proper diameters and provide the appropriate thinness by chem-
milling. The parts would then be assembled by spot welding rather
than riveting. The seam welds could then be added to permit model,
pressurization.
The required chem-milling of the STS bulkhead was accom-
plished without difficulty. A piece of 6061-T6 aluminum sheet
was reduced to the proper thickness and will be used in the final
assembly of the partial bulkhead. The materials salvaged from the
bulkhead skin will be used in the manufacture of the radial alumi-
num channels. These channels will be formed by bending the mate-
rial over a die. No difficulty in the fabrication of these parts
is foreseen.
The fabrication of the titanium radial members has involved
considerable time for layout and positioning of the parts for
machining. Vie parts must be held by clamping squarely across the
part flanges by a machine vise to prevent bending of the flanges.
Support must be provided from below to prevent pressure created
during machining from causing the part to become misaligned, thereby
resulting in a tapering of the part. In many instances the setup
required prevents adequate freedom for measurement. The setup
must then be disassembled and the part must be removed for measure-
ment and then repositioned for further machining. Figure IV-9
shows the machine setup required to fabricate one of the required
truss support fittings.
IV-13
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Fig. IV-7 Composite STS Bulkhead Assembly at 1/10 Scale
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Sufficient q)aantities of titanium have been obtained to
manufacture those parts requiring the use of this material (see
Table IV-3) and It is anticipated that most of the meteh ning
effort required can be performed using a milling machine. Extreme
care must be exercised while machining these scale-model parts.
The depth or amount of metal cut and rate of feed must be small,
and, with the small cutters, the rate of feed must be hand con-
trolled. The cutting tool edges must be kept sharp at all times
to avoid exerting undue pressure against the thin webs and flanges.
These parts contain surfaces that are on angles not nor-
mal to the longitudinal axis and thereby require additional posi-
tioning during machining. The complex surfaces produced by these
angles near the truss attachment locations provide a small area
that cannot be readily machined by the available end mill cutters.
These areas must be roughed out by the end mill and finished by
hand.
Corner radii are also somewhat difficult to provide at
1/10-scale, although the correct radius can often be group,'
an end mill cutter. Hand filing and scraping can also be used,
but requires additional time.
Two views of the completed 61A310118-3 and -4 truss support
fittings are shown in Fig. IV-10 and IV-11. In general, the overall
fidelity to scale of these parts was not good. The machining limi-
tations detailed previously could not, iw some cases, be overcome.
It was concluded, however, that the pars..,.., were not of a quality
that would preclude their use in the assembly of the STS bulkhead.
In spite of these and other limitations, it is generally
felt that even the smallest, most complex of the truss fittings
can be reproduced quite faithfully at the desired 1/10 scale.
Figure IV-12 presents a view of the completed 61A310156-3
truss fitting at 1/10 scale. This part was machined and hand-
finished of titanium, and no severe obstacles were encountered.
The successful fabrication definitely indicates the overall feasi-
bility of the manufacturing program, and it is felt that with
proper equipment and experience the fabrication of the entire
replica AM is a definite possibility.
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2. Maior Subs stems Not Reauirina Reoliga Scalingli
Scaling and manufacturing guidelines for the major subsystems
not requiring replica scaling are prevented in this subsection.
These guidelines, by necessity, are empirical and are based on
experience gained in the scaling and manufacturing of similar dy-
namic model structures of launch volI cles, spacecraft, and air-
craft.
as L Ilo Telascooee Mont - A general assembly of the ATM
is shown in Fig. IV-13. The octagonal support frame supports a
triple gimbal ring system, the outermost of which is a roll ring
permitting circumferential rotation within the support frame.
The inner pitch and yaw rings permit the exact fine alignment of
the cylindrical experiment module (in the direction of the sun),
thus alleviating the need for continuous cluster attitude control.
The support frames and the experiment cylinder support separate
sun screens for thermal control of the ATM. The support frame is
connected to the bottom end of the Lunar Ascent Module (with the
engine removed) at four mounting points. This frame also supports
quadruple solar panels.
The following general requirements apply to the model scal-
ing of the ATM:
1) Direct replica scaling of the mounting points to the
Lunar Ascent Module is required to provide the proper
interface stiffness simulation.
2) Direct scaling of the octagonal ,support frame is nec-
essary to the extent of duplicating frame geometry,
bending, torsonal and extensional stiffness of indi-
vidual frames, beams and joint stiffnesses. Addition-
al mass balancing may have to be provided to simulate
beam mass distribution, mass and inertial properties
of the support frame as a whole. The general frame
simulation may, within the above requirements, be per-
formed without the need for exact replica scaling.
3) Direct replica scaling of the gimbal rings, roll, ring,
gimbal joints, and attachments is required to simulate
elastic gimbal stiffness and mass properties.
4) Equivalent stiffness scaling of the gimbal drives is
necessary to simulate rigid-body stiffness of the gim-
bal ring system.
1
-	 -
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5) The cylindrical experiment module consists of struc-
tural webs, a cylindrical cover, attachment to the
gimbal rings, mounted experiment packages, and sun
screen. Replica scaling of the webs and gimbal ring
attachments is required. Direct scaling of the cylin-
drical cover (simulating general stiffness and attach-
ments, but not necessarily simulating access hatches)
is required. The sun screen and experiment packages
require only mass scaling with stiff mountings. The
frequency requirement of 150 Hz minimum natural fre-
quency for each mounted package is suggested here.
However, If the full-scale natural frequency of a
cantilevered experiment is less than 10 Hz, mass and
stiffness simulation of the experiment is necessary.
6) Experiments and accessories or subsystems mounted on
the support frame shall be mass simulated unless
a) Their cantilevered natural frequency (full scale)
is less than 10 Hz. In this case, mounting stiff-
ness simulation is required;
b) Their full-scale radius of gyration is larger than
1 ft. In this case, mass and inertia simulation
is required.
These conditions also apply to the frame sun screen
and supporting truss, with the additional requirement
of Ceometric simulation.
7) All structural elements supporting the quadruple solar
panels shall provide equivalent root stiffness condi-
tions for the simulated model-scale panels.
Based on experience with launch vehicle models and subas-
semblies of similar dimensions and construction, the mass and in-
ertia tolerance limitations of Table IV-4 are recommended for this
assembly.
j,,	
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Table IV-4 Tolerance Limits for ATM Assembly
ATM Assembly
Total Weight 1/2%
Pitch Inertia 5%
Yaw Inertia 5%
Roll Inertia 10%
Gimbaled Telescope Assembly
Weight	 1%
Pitch Inertia	 10%
Yaw Inertia	 10%
Roll Inertia	 25%
Center of Gravity Location within 1% of Module
Length (Exclusive of Solar Panels)
Note: All values + from nominal value.
b. Command and Service Modules - Detailed stiffness simula-
tion of this assembly is required only in the area of the CM dock-
ing ring. This is due to the relatively low elastic CSM deforma-
tions in the more important cluster modes.
The following general requirements apply to the model
scaling cf the CSM:
1) The CM docking ring will require essentially replica
modeling to simulate joint stiffness.
2) Direct geometric scaling is recommended for the CM
pressure hull structure. Detail simulation of the
hatch or windows is not required. The proper hull
thickness and geometric shape is required as is the
use of similar materials.
3) Mass simulation of the CM thermal and micrometeoroid
insulation and equipment is required. The mass dis-
tribution must not distort the CM cg or inertia char-
acteristics.
4) The SM inner and outer shells, bulkheads, and sector
divider panels can be simulated by general geometric
scaling. Geometric shape, shear stiffness of the
divider panels, and bending stiffness of the inner
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and outer shells and the bulkheads must be simulated.
Simulation of detailed bulkhead or shell geometric
features is not required. It is envisioned that the
SM structure may be built from welded or riveted alu-
minum sheetmetal elements. If a mechanical slosh
simulator is used, the SM structure must hove provi-
sions for mounting and removal of the slosh simulators.
5) The SM helium tanks, equipment, and propulsion and
control motors can be mass simulated, an exception
being the main engine, which must also have equivalent
gimbal stiffness and inertia simulation.
6) The attachment points between the CM and SM should be
designed to provide shear, bending, and longitudinal
stiffness equivalent to the scaled full-scale values.
Recommended mass and inertia tolerances for the CSM assem-
bly are presented in Table IV-5.
Table IV-5 Tolerance Limits for CSM Assembly
CSM Assembly
Total Weight	 1/2%
Pitch and Yaw Inertia	 5%
Roll Inertia	 10%
Center of Gravity Location within 1% of Com-
bined Module Length
CM or SM Separately
Total Weight	 1%
Pitch and Yaw Inertia
	 10%
Roll Inertia	 15%
Center of Gravity Location within 2% of Mod-
ule Length
Note: All values + from nominal value.
c. Modified Lunar Module - Figure IV-14 shows the structure
of the modified LM used in the AAP cluster configuration. The
main load-bearing structure consists of a pressure hull, formed
from two cylindrical sections, and pressure bulkheads. The front
bulkhead is modified to include a protruding section for the con-
trol and display panels and forward windows. Below this protrud-
ing section is the forward hatch.
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Fig, IV-14 Modified Lunar Module General Assembly
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The docking ring and upper hatch are located on the top part of
the aft pressure hull cylinder. A truss structure attached to
the aft bulkhead supports the five gaseous oxygen spheres and the
replaceable electrical assembly rack. Four interstage connection
points are located on the front and aft bulkheads to provide con-
nection with the ATM assembly. 'llie main structure is surrounded
by thermal shielding. Various equipment units, including the
four reaction control clusters, are attached to the pressure hull
and supports.
To provide the scaling accuracy required for the. cluster
model (consistent with replica scaling of the critical structural
areas), the following requirements apply to tale modified LM:
1) Replica scaling is required for the interstage connec-
tion points, their attachments, and the docking ring.
2) Direct geometric scaling, using similar materials but
not duplicating the details of the hatches, is required
for model simulation of the pressure hull and the bulk-
heads.
3) Axial stiffness of the truss members attached to the
aft bulkhead must be scaled as well as the general
truss geometry.
4) All tank, equipment, or cluster masses shall be mod-
eled if they weigh more than 50 lb. Smaller masses
may be included in the thermal shield or pressure hull
structure,
5) Mounting stiffness for all mass elements simulated
must also be simulated if the cantilevered natural
frequencies is 10 Hz or less. Radius of gyration must
be simulated for those mass elements with a radius of
gyration in excess of 1 ft.
The mass and inertia tolerances of Table IV-6 are recom-
mended for this assembly.
Table IV-6 Tolerance Limits for Modified LM
Assembly
Total Weight	 1/2%
Pitch and Yaw Inertia
	 5%
Roll Inertia
	 10%
Center of Gravity Location within 1.5%
of Module Length
Note: All values + from nominal value.
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d. Solar Panel Assemblies - The following static requirements
apply to the solar panel assemblies to provide scaling accuracy
commensurate with the rest of the cluster:
1) Panel stiffness can be simulated by beams of equiva-
lent bending and torsional stiffness distribution;
2) Mass properties must be simulated by equivalent mass
balances to provide the proper running mass, total
mass, and torsional inertia.
The stiffness, mass, and inertia tolerances of Table IV-7
are recommended for these assemblies.
Table IV-7 Tolerance limits for Solar Panel
Assemblies
Stiffness Simulation
Bending Stiffness
	 7.5%
Shear Stiffness (OWS Panels)
	 15.0%
Shear Stiffness (ATM Panels)
	
25.0%
Torsional Stiffness
	 15.0%
Mass Simulation
Running Mass
	 7.5%
Running Torsional Inertia
	 15.0%
Total Mass
	
1.0%
Total Inertia about Any Axis
	
10.0%
Center of Gravity Location within
2% of Span
b
Note: All values + from nominal value for equiva-
lent beam.
e. Saturn IVB Orbital Workshop - Several construction methodsn^.^ n nate n n.r—.^rnn^^r
are possible for satisfactory dynamic simulation of the S-IVB/OWS.
The most sophisticated of these is replica scaling and assumes
use (with proper modification) of the existing 1/10-scale Saturn
V model. Because the elastic modal deflections of the S-IVB in
the basic cluster modes are relatively small, general geometric
scaling appears a satisfactory approach to building a dynamically
scaled model of the OWS, assuming that no other dynamic tests of
the complete cluster are contemplated. The following require-
ments should be observed for such a general geometrically scaled
model:
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1) Detailed stiffness simulation, possibly via replica
or direct geometric scaling of the area adjacent to
the AM and of the AM attachment points, is required;
2) Proper simulation of the OWS solar panel root stiff-
ness, either by direct geometric scaling of the S-IVB
tank structure and OWS attachment, or by general geo-
metric scaling providing equivalent shell bending
stiffness for the S-IVB propellant tank area is re-
quired;
3) Simulation of the shell bending stiffness properties
of the S-IVB is necessary;
4) Simulation of the proper mass distribution, including
the S-IVB engine, is required;
5) Stiffness simulation of the S-IVB engine attachment,
and simulation of engine pitch and yaw inertia are
necessary.
Recommended tolerance requirements for the S-IVB/OWS as-
sembly are listed in Table IV-8.
Table IV-8 Tolerance Limits for S-IVB/OWS
Assembly
Total Weight
	
1/2'%
Pitch and Yaw Inertia (Excluding
Solar Panels)
	 5%
Roll Inertia (Excluding Solar
Panels)	 10%
Center of Gravity Location within 1/2% of
Module Length
Note: All values + from nominal value.
f. Mass and Stiffness Simulation o" Equipment and Small Sub-
systems - The following requirements are necessary for the success-
ful simulation of equipment and small subsystems:
1) SimL, I-tion of the mass properties of items mounted on
substructures is necessary only when full-scale weight
is less than 500 lb;
2) Simulation of mass and inertial properties is required
when the weight of a subsystem exceeds 500 lb or the
radius of gyration (full-scale) exceeds 1 ft;
to
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}	 3) Simulation of support stiffness is necessary for items
mounted on substructures when their F ll-scale canti-
levered natural fregmency is less than 10 11z.
3. General Construction Requirements for 1110-Scale Dv ►tamic Model.
of the AAP Cluster Configuration
Tolerance limitations for the complete model are listed in
Table IV-9.
Table IV-9 Tolerance Limits for Complete AAP Cluster
Dynamic Model
Total Weight of Assembled Model
	 +1/2%
Moment of Inertia about Any Axis
	
±5%
Center of Gravity within 1/4% of Total Model Length
Increase of Modal Generalized Mass Due to Suspen-
sion System, Excitation System and Accelerometers
within 2.5% for Three Lowest Cluster Modes
4. Propellant Slosh , Simulation at Near-Zero-Gravity
The dynamic response of the AAP cluster configuration is af-
fected by the near-zero-gravity slosh of the hypergolic propel-
lants in the SM tanks. The dynamic behavior of these propellants
is characterized by a dimensionless quantity, the Bond number:
Bo =6-r	 (IV-1l
.'N
where
d - liquid density (lb-sec2/in.4)=
g = apparent gravitational acceleration (in./sect),
r = radius of the meniscus in the tank (in.)
Q	 surface tension of the liquid/gas interface (lb /in.)
The acceleration of the cluster at the nominal orbital alti-
tude of 210 n mi is on the order of 1G
-8
 g. This acceleration
is due to aerodynamic drag. The radius of the SM propellant tanks
is 25.5 in. Using these values results in the following approxi-
mate Bond numbers:
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Bo x 0.0026 for the oxidizer (N204);
Bo r 0.0005 for the fuel (Aerozene).
These Bond numbers clearly indicate that the dynamic behavior of
both propellants is capillary dominated. The corresponding char -
acteristic response time is
T = 
FIC,	
IV-2 J
where A represents a char .e^<rristic length. The characteristic
response times in a full-scale tank are estimated to be on the
order of 100 sec. For yodel liquids of prototype density and sur-
face tension, Equation [ IV-21 would yield characteristic times of
3.2 sec for a 1/10 scale model. This is clearly incompatible with
elastic frequency scaling that requires a characteristic time of
10 sec.
Therefore, simulation of the full-scale Bond number is not a
satisfactory approach to liquid dynamic scaling in a directly
scaled elastic model. This conclusion can be substantiated by
dimensional analysis. The dimensionless parameter that must be
preserved for proper frequency simulation of capillary dominated
sloshing liquids in elastic tanks is the ratio of elastic to slosh
frequencies:
k	
0a A3	 k6 &
[ IV-3 1
n jg = Ak d e a	 = ade'
where
k = elastic spring constant ( lb/in.)
8 1 = liquid density (lb-sec2/in.4)
6 e = elastic material density (lb-sect/in.^)
A = characteristic length (in.)
a = surface tension (lb/in.)
For direct scaling, Equation [ IV-3] simplifies to
11j = k .	 [ IV-4 1
Because in a directly scaled model the elastic spring constant
varies proportionably to the scale factor, the requirement
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imposed by Equation [IV-4] would result in the use of a liquid with
low surface tension. The resulting Bond number would, therefore,
be large enough (in a 1-g environment) to place the liquids in the
model tanks in the gravity-dominated regime. A more complete dis-
cussion of liquid characteristics in a low-gravity environment will
be found in Ref III-5.
The previous results indicate the need for an analogy other
than direct Bond number simulation (which could be achieved, for
example, by the use of rubber balloons submerged in the liquid).
A feasible ctmpromise solution involves the design of a mechanical
analogy that has a mass equivalent to the scaled propellant mass
and a natural frequency equal to the capillary dominated slosh
frequency. A low-friction Rolamite mechanism having a natural
frequency of 0.1 Hz was conceived fur this purpose.
The basic Rolamite slosh simulator is shown in Fig. IV-15. It
consists of an elastic hand wrapped around two rollers. The rol-
lers support inertia wheels that simulate the scaled propellant
mass. The roller8 are retained between two plates that serve as
a track. Limit springs It the ends of the track retain the Rala-
mite from excessive translation.
a. Plastic Band Design - The potential energy stored in an
elastic band wrapped around a roller at the angle a (Fig. IV-16)
is
U	
E 12rt3e (in.-lb)	 [IV-51
where
E = modulus of elasticity of band material (lb/in.2),
w(x) - width of the band as a function of band axial co-
ordinate (in.),
t = band thickness (in.)
r - roller radius (in.)
The rate of change of potential energy with respect to roller
translation in the axial direction is
au__ aw (x) Et 3e	 [IV-61
ax	 ax	 12r
where it has been assumed that only the width of the "band is a
function of the axial coordinate. The rate of change of potential
1.
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energy with respect to axial translation for a linear spring is
	
au 
= kx
'
	[IV-7];X 
where k is the spring constant in lb/in. Therefore, for simula-
tion of a linear spring, Equations [IV-6] and [IV-7] yield
kx aw(x) Et36.	 [IV-8]
-	 ax	 12r
The width of the elastic band is assumed to be a parabolic func-
tion of the axial coordinate, x, such that
	
WW - px2 + C O	[IV-9]
when C is an arbitrary constant, and Equation [IV-8] can be used
to establish the required value for p. This value is
6 rk
The maximum stress occurs at the extreme fibers of the
band and is
S 
= 2r
	
[IV-11]
Thus, the band thickness is limited to a maximum value of
= 2Sr
tmax	 E	 [IV-12]
where S is the allowable working stress for the band material.
A 0.002-in, thick spring steel band will satisfy this requirement
if the roller radius is fixed at 0.25 in. Using these values, a
value of p = 0.01 and a wraparound angle of 200° yields an equi-
valent spring rate of k = 0.0055 lb/in.
The recommended elastic band design consists of a 1 in.
wide spring steel band. The required band thickness is 0.002 in.
The parabolic cutout is 12 in. long with a maximum width of 0.72
in. (Fig. IV-16). The resulting spring constant of this configu-
ration would be 0.011 lb/in.
1
 7j-
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b. Roller Cluster Design - The roller cluster design is based
on the requirement to simulate the minimum expected mass in any
propellant tank. This value for the prototype is 700 lb, and,
therefore, for a 1/10-scale model, the required roller cluster
weight is 0.7 lb. This can be achieved by using a thin-walled
tube-like roller with a majority of the weight and required iner-
tia concentrated in an inertia wheel. Plugs can be inserted in-
side the roller when a weight increase is desired to simulate
some other propellant condition. These plugs would serve to in-
crease the total system generalized mass, thus leaving the Rola-
mite frequency constant.
The previously specified frequency of 0.1 Hz and band
stiffness of 0.011 lb/in. can be used to establish the required
cluster generalized mass of 0.0279 lb-sec t /in. The equivalent
generalized Veight of 10.769 lb can be obtained if the cluster
weight moment of inertia (assuming roller radius - 0.25 in.) is
I - (10.769)(0.25) 2 - 0.673 lb-in.2
Two simultaneous equations as a function of inertia wheel geome-
try, tube geometry, and material properties can be developed to
satisfy the generalized weight and inertia characteristics speci-
fied previously. For an assumed roller tube wall thickness of
005 in., a wheel disc thickness of 0.10 in., an inertia wheel
inner and outer radius of 1.0 and 1.25 in., respectively, these
simultaneous equations result in a total roller width of 3.85 in.
and a total inertia wheel width of 0.90 in. A specific inertia
wheel design that meets these specifications is shown in Fig.
(IV-17).
60.14
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B. DESIGN STUDY FOR THE REFLECTING SPACE ANTENNA MODEL
An investigation of possible modeling techniques for the re-
flecting space antenna has indicated that the truss model repre-
sentation using general geometric scaling is the most practical
from the standpoint of analysis, model design and fabrication,
experimental investigation, and economics.
	 Initially it was
hypothesized that the antenn^ ,dynamic model might be constructed
in one of several ways, includd,ag a ream or bent representation,
an equivalent shell representation, or a truss representation.
Investigation of the beam or bunt model revealed that it is not a
feasible design concept because it is not possible to model the
equivalent prototype stiffness vichout eXcessively distorting
several other important parameters. The same conclusion was
reached following a cursory investigation of possible equivalent
shell representations. It was thus concluded that the truss rep-
resentation of the prototype is the most feasible design.
1. Antenna Scaling Study Using, IBM 1130 Program
The critical antenna scaling parameters, established in Chapter
III, are repeated here for completeness:
A digital computer program, written in FORTRAN IV and suitable
for use on the IBM 1130-series computer, was written to perform
parametric antenna model design studies. This program assumes
model construction to consist of a trusswork that is geometrically
similar to the prototype. The prototype reflecting surface is re-
placed by either two tension diagonals in each model bay or by one
tension-compression diagonal in each model 'bay. These diagonal
member(s) provide the scaled reflecting surface rigidity without
adding the undesirable aerodynamic damping effect that would be
present with some type of scaled reflecting surface.
The required input to this program includes the geometry of
the seven individual bays that comprise a typical prototype gore,
the user-assumed prototype reflecting surface effectivity factor
for each of seven bays, the user-selected model,/prototype length
scale factor, and the desired model material properties.
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The program output includes the ratio of model truss cross-
sectional area/model diagonal cross-sectional area as determined
from Equation (III-301,
A	 E 	 (AE) V 1 + r`
m _ 	 )
A' 
ITJ
2r e b t E''
M	 p p p P
the incremental weight required in each ba;
density scaling requirements as determined
QWm	
r p m p mp= n	 b	 N2 d--P - (Lm  Am
M 
	
pm Am
to satisfy the surface
from Equation [III-281,
1 + r2
rbp	'
the model/prototype frequency ratio as determined from Equation
[III-321
wm	 1 386 ni - Em
T = n (A— E)	 n '
A	 p	 M
and the total model weight/truss cross-sectional area.
The program was used to perform a variety of parametric stud-
ies for a range of model/prototype length scale factors from 1/80
thru 1/20, assumed prototype reflecting surface ezfectivities
varying from U:1 thru 0.5 and several practical model construc-
tion materials. On the basis of these studies, it was concluded
that general geometric models with model/prototype scale factors
varying from 1/50 thru 1/30 and using either steel or aluminum
tubing or rod stock fcr model construction are feasible. Some
results from this study applicable to this particular type of
model are presented in the following subsection. These results
are applicable to preliminary model design.
Model/prototype frequency ratios and model weight/truss area
for scale factors of 1/30 and 1/50 are summarized in Table IV-10.
Table IV-10 Results of Scaling Study
n=1/30 n=1/51
Steel Aluminum Steel Aluminum
Model/Prototype Frequency Ratio
Model Weight/Truss Area
38.43
8764.1
38.25
3096.9
64.04
5259.0
63.74
1858.3
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Results of the prototype antenna vibration analysis, documented
previously, indicated the fundamental prototype frequency to be 0.33
Hz.	 It is evident from Table IV-10 that the fundamental frequency 	 +
for 1 / 30-scale models would be 12 . 6 Hz; for 1 /50-scale models the
fundamental frequency would be 21.1 Hz.
The nondimensional parameter,
A E
m m	 [IV-13)ep A
, E'
m m
wh a re
e  - assumed prototype reflecting surface effectivity,
Am Em
 = model truss extensional rigidity (lb),
Am Em = model diagonal stiffener extensional rigidity (lb),
as a function of radial bay position is shown in Fig. IV-18. This
graph can be used to determine the required ratio of truss exten-
sional rigidity to diagonal stiffener extensional rigidity for any
assumed skin effectivity value. The variation of truss cross-
sectional area to diagonal stiffener cross-sectional area for a
range of skin effectivities from 0.21 to 0.4 is shown in Fig. IV-19.
This figure assumes that the prototype skin effectivity is con-
stant for all bays, although, in general, this we l.d not be true.
As mentioned previously, an experimental investigafi{:gin to estab-
lish the prototype skin effectivity as a funcLion of individual bay
geometry is required.
For illustrative purposes, the incremental weight that must be
added to the individual bays to satisfy the required surface den-
sity scaling is shown in Fig. IV-20. Results are shown both for
models with two tension diagonals, Fig. IV-20(a), and for models
with a tension-compression diagonal, Fig. IV-20(b). Both parts
of Fig. IV-20 assume identical materials for truss and diagonal
stiffeners, and a !prototype reflecting surface effectivity of 0.4.
Values for a range of model scale factors from 1/50 to 1/30 are
indicated.
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Total model weight as a function of truss rod diameter assum-
ing models constructed of solid rod ,Mock is shown in Fig. IV-21.
The envelope curves are defined by scale factors of 1/50 and 1/30.
Model construction is assumed to be of either steel or aluminum.
3. Antenna Model Construction
Having established a range of reasonable model/prototype scale
factors, it becomes necessary to consider possibly: fabrication
methods applicable to actual dynamic model construction. Several
problem areas appear immediately. The necessity of working with
stack of relatively small dimension introduces fabrication, assem-
bly, and handling problems. The problems associated with fabri-
cation of component members and handling of the partially completed
model can be overcome through the use of the proper jigs, fixtures,
and mandrils. The assembly problem must be minimized to ensure
a faithful dynamic model. The fact that as many as 11 truss mem-
bers may meet at a specific joint requires the consideration of
effective, accurate, and economically feasible methods of join-
ing these members.
Several methods of antenna truss joint assembly have been in-
vestigated. Each of these proposed methods has been considered
from the viewpoint of dynamic simulation, ease of assembly, and
overall economic impact to the model program. The proposed methods
are summarized in the following paragraphs.
a. All-Brazed Design (Fitt. IV-22)
,
- This type of joint assemr-
bly is the most obvious. However, after careful examination, it
is evident that it is not feasible for model construction. The
immediate problem of joining the many members at a common point
can be averted through the use of various melting point brazing
compounds, but the more apparent problem associated with truss
joint tolerances can not be overcome. This type of construction
would require much individual hand-fitting of members and the in-
ability to maintain exact similarity between the final braze at
the many joints precludes its acceptability.
b. Mult12lane Web Design (Fitt. IV-23) - The multiplane web
concept of joining truss members is, at first glance, an attrac-
tive method. The universality of the web fitting is advantageous
from the economic standpoint and it is also apparent that simi-
larity between all truss joints might be maintained. However, it
is also noted that the overall dynamic similation that would be
realized is not acceptable. For this reason, this method of truss
joint construction is not considered acceptable.
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c. Multiplane Rod Design (Fig;. IV-24) - The multiplane rod
concept of joining truss members is the most attractive method
from several standpoints. This method presents the most realis-
tic approach to the all-important requirement of dynamic similar-
ity between prototype and model. The fact that one die can be
used to produce the required 576 fittings makes the concept eco-
nomically feasible and the "tube-over-rod" joining of the truss
members precludes the requirement for very close tolerances on
truss length. An obvious limitation of this method is that the
use of thin wall tubing is required for truss construction.
d. Plastic Joint Design (Fig. IV-25) - A method of joint con-
struction that is appealing in its simplicity involves the use of a
plastic universal joint. Some form of thermal-setting plastic or
epoxy, rolled to a spherical shape and hardened with a heat lamp,
would be used in this proposed design. The method is certainly
advantageous from the economic standpoint. The unknown damping
characteristics introduced by the plastic would have to be care-
fully established before final acceptance of this method.
An additional proposed method of antenna model construc-
tion involves the use of a "quasi-truss" technique. The antenna
ribs would be die-cut from sheet stock and assembled in a jig.
This method does not appear to be particularly advantageous from
either the economic or the assembly standpoint, although it is
expected reasonable overall dynamic simulation would be realized.
Schematic views of typical die-cut components appear in Fig. IV-26.
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V. MODEL SUSPENSION SYSTEM
	
Us
N N
NKSS =	 kSSl = NkSS, [V-1
V. MODEL SUSPENSION SYSTEM
Tle lowest ;several frequencies of the prototype configurations
have been shown to be on the order of 1 Hz. Model frequencies,
due to the scale factor effect, will be approximGteIr one order
of magnitude higher. To prevent coupling of suspension system
modes with model modes it will be required to maintain reasonable
frequency separation between them. This criterion dictates thc.
design of a 'low-frequency suspension system.
A. IDEALIZED MODEL
The analysis is based on an idealized model. It is assumed
that :
1) The model is uniform and rigid;
2) The model is supported by N parallel "springs," the
springs have identical characteristics;
3) Tile model/suspension system is restricted to one de-
gree of freedom (vertical translation).
1. Equations of Motion
The assumption of a parallel suspension system dictates that
V-1
where KSS = effective total suspension system spring constant
(lb/in.) The system equation of motion is
W
m S 
+ KSSx = 0,
9
V-;^
where Wm = model weight (lb) . For harmonic motion of frequency
x 
= Xeiwt
?{ _ -W27eiWt
so that
W2 Wm +KSS
Xe iwt s v
g
or
KSSg _ NkSSg
W 
2 _	
SS	 W	 W
M	 m
2_. Model/Suspension System Frequency Separation Parameter
To prevent the model/suspension system frequencies from ap-
proaching the model frequencies it is necessary to introduce a
mode]/suspension system frequency separation parameter,,,
such that
(V-2
[V-3]wSS =wm.
In all following analyses, a value of
	 = Q 1 will be assumed.
3. Model/Prototype Frequency Ratio
The model/prototype frequency ratio can be expressed as
—M
w	 n
p
where
[V-4
(^ = 1 for the AAP cluster model,
gm F
_)	 for the antenna model.
p
The notation used here has been previously defined.
V-3
Ii
4. Analysis
a	 Using Equations [V-21 thru. [V-41 yields
Nk SSg 
_ E 2,DI?w2
W	 r	 ►^ ` ^-
m
or
Nk
SS 	
,2sp2w2
W=
m
The fundamental prototype frequency for each configuration, es-
tablished previously, is:
w  = 0.565 liz for the AAP cluster;
w  = 0.33 Hz for the space antenna.
Using these values, the assumed value for ^, the previously es-
tablished antenna prototype parameters and a value for the antenna
model of
E
-- = 1.0x108
 in.
Er m
vields
[V-51
[V-6 ]
NkSS _ .26x10 -4 for the AAP chaster suspension,
W —	 n2
m
NkSS 1.645x1.0 -4
W_ =	
n2	
for the antenna suspension.
m
Equations [V-6) are shown graphically in Fig. V-1.
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Fig. V-1 Suspension System Stiffness Parameter
B. SUSPEI NSION SY `i`i,M DESIGN
The design of a model suspension systen, is highly dependent
on the particular model being Investigated. :[n general
	
.gin-
si.on systems can be very broadly classified into four categories:
l) Axial extension or coil spri. ­,} suspension;
2) Torque spring suspension;
3) Betiding or leaf spring Suspension;
4) Air-bag suspersion.
Air-bag suspen:;5;-n involves considerable suspension system we.i s;ht
and corresponding increase in model/suspension system generall-,ed
mass. This type of suspension system is not considered to be
feasible for the class of models under consicl;ration in this re-
port and will not be considered further. Note that several other
hypes of systems might be defined, but in reality they are hybrid
combinations of the basic types. The following discussion is lim-
ited to consideration of axial, torsional, and bending-type sus-
pension systems.
To perform a preliminary estimation of system feasibility,
several assumptions regarding model. configurations will be made.
These assumptions are listed in Table V-1.
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Fig. V-2 Modified Suspension System Stiffness Parameter
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1. Axial Extension or Coil Springs
The relatively light models being considered here make the use
of a coil-type suspension system very inviting. Required springy;
rates vs model weight for the proposed models can be determined
from Fig. V-2.
A similar suspension system possibility lies in the use of
axial extension members. For an axial extension spring
(AE) SS
k ss =	 I	 CV-^ )
sS
and Equation [V-6) can be written
N(AL)SS CWm
I SS	 n
[V-8 )
where
C = 3.26x10
-4
 for the AAP cluster suspension,
C = 1.645x].0- ` for the antenna suspension.
Assuming that the total model weight is evenly distributed between
the N springs yields
Wm = NoSSASS
where aSS = axial stress in the springs (1b/in2), Equation [V-8]
then becomes
x
_ n
2
ESS — CiSS^
where FSS = axial strain in the springs. Equation [V-81 can be
expressed as
[V-9)
I.O6x102 for the AAP cluster suspension,
	
EIS	 ASS
= 6.06x103n2 for the antenna sus ension.
	
SS	
'ASS	 p
[V-10)
i
It is obvious from the first of Equations IV -101 that the use
of axial extension springs for the AAP cluster model is not feasi-
ble. To obtain axial strains below the allowable limit for prac-
tica_l suspension materials would require a suspension system many
thou.-:ands of inches long. The use of such a suspension con,v.ept
for antenna models may, however, be possible.
Figure V-3 depicts suspension system strain vs length for a
l	 range of scale factors. Allowable strain for F-veral possible
j
	
	
suspension system materials is indicated for reference. This
figure can be used for suspension system design by selecting a
strain level and reading the corresponding spring length. Note
that the selected strain level must bo kept well below the allow-
able value.
The weight of the suspension system is an important parameter
and must be minimized to avoid distorting the total kinetic energy
of the system. The total. suspension system weight and model weight
i s
WSS	 N^^SSASS,e SS'
Wm
 = NoSSASS,
which yields
WSSSS rSS
	
.	 [V-11)
Wm	 ESS SS
Equation [V-11) can be written in terms of the material allowable
strain, ESS, as
WISS _ A SS	 SS
Wm
	ESS [ESS
[V-121
V-8
where r is a designer-selected quantity. Equation [V-12], ex-
pressed for practical materials with
[
ESS] _1x108
 in.
pSS
i"
V-10
becomes
jWSS i gS x 10-8
m	 €S S
and is shown in FiA. V-4.
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2. To::gue Springs
The use of a torque spring suspension system presents inter-
esting possibilities. The most Obvious advantage of such a system
lies in the fact that the suspension system can be constructed in
such a way as to minimize the moving system mass and thus eliminate
suspension system contributions to the total kinetic energy.
For a torque sprang,
1" SS
k	 _
	
IV-141
SS	 rSS
where
kSS = torsional spring constant (in. -lb/rad) ,
r SS = radius of torsion pulley wheel (in.)
Equation [V-6) can then be written
' . CW L
	
N7SS —
	 m2SS
	
[V-151
n
where
C = 3.26x10 -4 for the AAP cluster suspension,
C = 1.645x10 -4 for the antenna suspension.
The required torque spring stiffness, rcSS , can be established from
Fig. V-2 for a given wheel radius, rSS`
The use of a small diameter torque rod to achieve the required
torsional spring rate appears to be feasible. For a torque rod
__ GSSiSS
kSS	
_P SS
	
[V-161
where ,E SS represents the torque rod length (in.) Equation [V-1,5]
can now be written
,.
NGSSJSS _ CWmrSS
A SS
	
n2
V-12
and, for a solid circular rod,
ltd4
JSS	 32S.	 [V-181
The required torque rod diameter, determined from Equations [V-17)
and [V-181, is
32C,^ SSW rSS
SS
Assuming that the total. model. weight 46 evenly distributed
between the N torque rods yields
2TSSNJSS
m	
rSSdSS
where TSS = maximum shear stress in a torque rod (lb/.n .`) The
shear strain, y SS , can be expressed as
n dss
Y	 =	 [V-211SS	 2Cr SSI SS
Figure V-S shows maximum suspension system strain vs length
of torque rod for a range of scale factors, This figure can be
used for suspension system design by selecting a maximum strain
level and reading the corresponding torque rod length. Note that
the selected suspension system strain level must be kept well be-
low the allowable value and this may not be possible using the
solid torque rod. If this is the case, it will be necessary to
use a "softer" torque rod simulation: the possibility of a wound
elastic band is considered to be feasible.
The weight of this type of suspension system is not important..
It is possible to mount the torque springs in such a manner as to
preclude their motion and thus '-heir contribution to the total
sy s,tem kinetic energy. The torque wheel must obviously be de--
signed with minimum moment of inertia.
3. Bending or Leaf Springs
The use of a bending or leaf spring suspension system is a
third possibility for the models being considered.
20	 40	 60	 80	 100
Torque Rod Length (in.)
Fig. V-5 Strain in Torque Suspension System
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For a cantilever bending spring,
k - 3 (EI
SS	
'is	
IV-221
where 
'ASS represents the beam length (in.) Equation [V-6) can be
written as
WEI) SS CW
__•_----- - _4
	
[V-23 1
ASS	 n
where
C - 3.26x10-4 for the AAP cluster suspension,
C - 1.645x10-4 for the antenna suspension.
The ability of relatively long, thin leaf springs to provide the
required spring rate is evident. For a rectangular cross section
of width bSS and depth hSS , the area mtxnent of inertia is
I - bS^ .	 [V-24 1SS	 12
The required leaf dimensions, determined from Equations [V-23)
and [V-24], is
1
4CW	 3
	
_L.._.-	 [V-251hSS - n NbSSES	 ASS'
Assuming that the total model weight is evenly distributed
between the N leaf springs yields
= 2oS
Wm	
LSShSS	
[V-261
where aSS - maximum bending stress in a leaf (lb/in?)
The bending strain, ESS' can be expressed ar
3n2hSS
ESS _ 2C 
j
[
V -27 ]
ss
V-15
r
t 
Figure V-6 shows maximum suspension system strain vs length
for a range of scale factors and spring depths. Allowable strain
for several possible suspension system materials is indicated for
reference. This figure can be used for suspension system design
in the same manner as described previously for the axial and torque
spring systems.
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Fig. V-6 Strain in Bending Suspension System
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The weight of this type of suspension system will obviously
be relatively high kind may preclude its use. The total suspension
system and model weights are
WSS M NpSSASSISS,
[V-281
which yields
2W 
s NbSShSS°SS
M
	 61SS
WSS s P SS	 61
2
SS
Wm	 ESS [^SS hSS
[V-291
Equation [V-29] can be written in terms of the material allowable
strain ESS , as
2
WSS	 ASS	 61
Wm	 ESS n SS hSS
and it can be noted that the ratio of suspension system weight to
model weight is considerably greater than that for the axial sus-
pension system, Equation [V-12].
The preceeding discussion has been limited to consideration
of basic suspension system configurations; it should serve as a
guideline analysis for analysis and design. The results have
clearly indicated that the axial extension suspension is not a
feasible design for the AAP cluster model. It is recommended
that a suspension system design based on the torque spring con-
cept be considered for this model. The axial suspension system
is definitely feasible for the antenna model. A test facility
of moderate height is required but the space limitations do not
appear to be insurmountable. The relative economy of this type
of suspension system makes it particularly attractive.
[V-30
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C. COUPLED VIBRATION ANALYSTS OF ELASTIC MODEL AND
SUSPENSION SYSTEM
This section summarizes the analytical methods for determin-
ing the error in the elastic vibration modes of a model suspended
for vibration testing. The error is defined as the frequency dif-
erence between the free-free modes desired, and the actual su .
pended modes. Two types of rigid-body modes arising from the sus-
pension system are considered:
1) Suspension spring modes;
2) Pendulum modes.
The first group is associated with the restoring forces generated
by the suspension springs; the second one with the restoring forces
due to the weight of the model.
1. Incremental Stiffness Matrix due to Suspension Spring Elonga-
tion
Figure V-7 shows an elastic body suspended by N suspension
springs, each of which, in general, may have a different spring
i	 rate.
i"I
I-ft..
T 1
Fig. V-7 Elastic Body Suspended by Springs
14
V-18
r-
The spring rate of the i th suspension spring is k i . The free-
free undamped equations of free vibration for the model in energy-
normalized coordinates are:
[(,,2j 
^q^ + [Ij ^q^	 U,	 [V-311
where the vector jq^ is the vector of the generalized modal co-
ordinates ( includ ng free -free rigid body modes), and the w's are
the modal natural frequencies. These frequencies are nonzero for
all elastic modes and zero for the free-free rigiw body modes.
The potential energy stored in the springs for the jth mode is:
i=N
Epp =^ ki Q,^ q
i=1
and the total potential energy, when all M modes are considered,
is
Ep s
	 Lqjj [Ij j '0 	[lj,]  ^
q ^ k
for j . 1, M; i : 1, N
(V-321
[V-331
[V-341.
[V-351
The incremental stiffness matrix [Qw 2 ] then is
[ow2] 
= I j1] 11 E k il 1,1d
and the total elastic stiffness matrix, considering suspension
spring effects only, is
.IKe] i ^ w2^ + [AW2].
2. Pendulum Modes
Consider a rigid bar suspended on parallel, inelastic lines of
equal length k (Fig. V-8) :
Fig. V-8 Pendulum Suspension System
V-!9
Lateral displacement of the bar through the distance y will cause
an angular deflection a of the suspension lines (away from the
vertical) , resulting in the center of gravity rise, h. Thus, the
increase of potential energy is mgh, where m is the mass of the
bar, and g is the acceleration of gravit y . For small angles,
h - kO"
	
and the well-known result for the inertialess pendulum
is obtained:
g/Z.	 [V-36]
In general, other, less simple suspension arrangements are pos-
sible. A modal approach will yield all the rigid body pendulum
modes if it is recognized that potential energy may be gained
only when the rigid body is translated in the gravity field. In
general, let h denote the rigid body translation in the direction
of the local vertical. Oki defines the vector of independent
generalized displacements possible without elongation of the sus-
pension lines (corresponding to 6 in Fig. V-8)4 The total poten-
tial energy of the system, due to displacement in the gravita-
tional field, is
k=K
Ep = mgh = 
mgE l ah/ aQk Qk	(K < 3).	 [ V• 3 7
k=1
If the six generalized coordinates of the rigid body degrees of
freedom are denoted as the vector jPj, the kinetic energy due to
velocities in the coordinates 1Q0 is:
E 	 [Qkj [pj/ aQk] '* [ I] [@Pj/@Qk] I Qkl
	
[V-381
for k - 1, K; j = 1, 6.
Thus, for the K pendulum modes, the equLtions of motion for small
displacements in Q k , are:
r8h/ aqk jQk
^
 + [P 
J/
 aQk] [I]  a{ Qk = 0.	 [V-39 1
The eigenvalues of this equation will yield the pendulum frequen-
cies and the eigenvectors will yield the pendulum mode shapes for
the inelastic pendulum modes of the model in the suspended condi-
tion.
r-
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3. Elastic Modal Coupling with Pendulum Modes
Two general cases of coupling between elastic modes and pen-
dulum modes can be identified -- linear and nonlinear coupling.
When the elastic modal deflections are in the vertical direction,
a nonlinea. liffereo.t,ial equation results, while the equations
remain linear in th-a case of elastic deflections in the hor zontal
direction. An exariple of the nonlinear case would be a mass .3us-
pended on an el,natic spring (Fig. V- 5).
Fig. V-9 Nonlinear Coupling between Pendulum and Elastic Modes
The total potential energy of the system is due to the rise of the
mass in the gravitational field, h, and the elastic deflection of
the suspension cable, x:
Ep = mgh + ^ kx 2 .	 (V-401
The value of h is 11 Q0 2 - ^ x02 . Lagrange's equations will yield
the generalized stiffness force in the coordinates x and 0.
SO
 = mgko - mgx0, )
(	 ( v-411
5x 
-imgJ2 + kx5
where the underlined terms contain products or powers of the co-
ordinates.
An example of the linear coupling is coupling of an elastic bar
with the torsional pendulum mode (Fig. V-10).
L
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Fig. V-10 Linear Coupling between Pendulum and Elastic Modes
-
The potential energy is mgh, where h is due to the rotation f3,
and to the elastic deflection in the jth bending mode, cps;
h - 02/2k + ^q^ siu 0, 1
z 02f 2R + ^^^^ C-•J
The generalized stiffness force with respect to the coordinates 0
and q,
J 
then becomes:
S^ = RO + ^jqj,
S  = 0 j 0.	 J
[V-421
[ V-431
/—	 r'
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4. Incremental Generalized Maps due to Suspension System
The incremental generalized mass due to the suspension system
can be expressed as a matrix px;Iduct:
DI = [l j ,]'  [ 	 [IJ,].
The mass coefficient C  for the i th suspension line is:
Ci	 Cd (x) mi (x) + Y (x) Z 
Y	 I
i (x) dx,
L
where
ki	 length of i th suspension line,
[V-44]
[V-45]
di (x) - static deflection of ith suspension "line normalized
to attachment at model,
mi (x) = mass distribution function over ith suspension line,
x - running coordinate along i th suspension 'Line,
Y i (x) = rotation of pulleys, etc. on i th suspension line,
for unit deflection of attachment to model,
! Yi (x) - inertia distribution function of rotating elements
of i th suspension line.
5. Equations of Motion for Suspended Model
The linearized equations of motion for the suspended model
may be written as
IMI ^ R^ + is] {1Z} = 0, 	 [V-46]
when the generalized coordinates R include the elastic, free-free
rigid body, and pendulum [Q] coordinates. The generalized mass
[M] and stiffnes [S] matrices include both the basic generalized
mass and stiffness matrices and the elastic and gravitational con-
tributions due to model suspension. The eigenvalues and eisenvectors
of Equation [V-46] yield the coupled suspension frequencies and mode
shapes.
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VI. MODEL TEST PROGRAM
The dyn.imic models discussed in this report are int%nded for
riodal vibration surveys rind transfer function testing. This chap-
ter presents on outline of the test requirements, test setup, in-
strumentation and excitation requirements, Kind data reduction ;and
correction techniques that may be employed in conjunction with a
test program.
The purpose of the modal vibration survey is to determine
the free-free vibration mode shapes and frequencies for thv full-
scale AAP cluster or orbiting antenna configurations by a dynamic-
ally equivalent model test. The model is suspended in a way that
minimizes the coupling between the suspension system and the elas-
tic modes, corresponding essentially to a free--free condition.
The individual modes are excited and tuned to their natural fre-
quency by one or more vibration exciters (shakers), and the mode
shapes are surveyed by fixed or roving instrumentation probes.
The damping in each mode is also determined in the vibration stir-
.	 Vey .
The transfer function test establishes the response of selec-
ted points on the s"r.ucture due to unit excitation force level at
some other point over a continuous frequencv range. The results
of these tests include the magnitude and phase of the response
with respect to the exciting force.
!r r^-.1b
The AAP clus*--r and space antenna models are limited to simu-
lation of the linear force-deflection range. It follows Heat the
validity of vibration and transfer function tests is also limited
to this range.; There may be considerable differences between model
and prototype damping. These differences arise due to environ-
mental effects and differing construction methods. A more detailed
discussion of this subject is presented in Section E of this cheap-
ter .
A. SUSPENSION SYSTEM
Successful simulation of the free-free conditions depends on
the suspension system design. Pregtiently a semiempirical criter-
ion, requiring a minimum frequency separation of 1:10 between
V1-2
suspension :and elastic modes is used to satisfy this requirement .
The suspension modes are defined here as the natural vibration
1110des of the test specimen, regarded is a rigid body, due to re-
storing forces generated by the suspension system (these may be
either elastic modes, or pendulum-type gravitational u.)des),
Figure VI-1 presents two design charts that may aid .he test"
engineer in the design of adequate suspension systems. 'these
charts were derived for a uniform beard oscillating in an elastic
bending mode. The beam is suspended symmetrically on two massless
springs, Figure VI-1(a) shows the frequency increase of the first.
bending mode in the suspended condition over the fir,t free-free
bending mode vs suspension attachment location for frequency sepa-
ration ratios of 1:5, 1:10, and 1:20. The chart indicates that
with a frequency separation of 1:10, the worst possible frequency
error is approximately 2.8%. However, this error can easily be
kept below 0.1% through .judicious selection of the attachment
paints. A more general frequency error chart is shown in Fig.
VI-1(b). The percentage frequency increase of any suspended elas-
tic mode over the frequency of the corresponding free-free mode
for frequency separation ratios of 1:1 to 1:100 is presented. The
parametric lines correspond to constant ratios of elastic to rigid
body energy normalized modal deflections at the suspension attach-
ment points. This chart may be used in optimizing suspension system
attachment point locations when the lowest elastic mode shapes and
	 r
frequencies are known.
The outline of a possible suspension for the AAP cluster model
is shown in Figure VI-2. The model is suspended oil 	 elastic
suspension lines providing 1:10 or higher frequency separation be-
tween cluster elastic and suspension modes. In addition, the
flexible beams simulating the solar panels are supported by addi-
tional auxiliary suspension lines. These auxiliary suspension
lines have a very low spring constant, providing 1:10 or higher
frequency separation between the elastic solar panel modes and
the rigid body translation modes that would be obtained for the
solar panels alone.
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B. WDEL INSTRUMENTATION
Modal deflections are usually determined by accelerometers
mounted on the model. The absolute deflections may be determined
from the absolute acceleration amplitudes:
^	 a
	 [VI-11
w +ter e
S = deflection (in.) ,
a = acceleration (in./sect),
fa) = frequency (rad /sec) .
Usually it is customary to determine the relative deflections at
a large number of points in a given mode, which in turn will yield
the mode ,shape. Either fisted or roving accelerometers may be used
for this purpose.
Fixed accelerometers permit simultaneous recording of the ac-
celeration at a large number of points. The disadvantage of fixed
accelerometers lies in the possibility of error in the mode shape
measurements: each individual accelerometer may have a different
calibration factor. This calibration factor is a function of fre-
quency, and to a lesser degree, of the ambient temperature.
When a roving probe is used, essentially direct measurement
of the mode shape is permitted. A fixed probe is located at or
near the location of estimated maximum deflection for the given
mode, and the roving probe is placed on top of this fixed probe.
The output voltage signals then can be displayed on the x and y
axes of an oscilloscope (the roving probe on the y-axis). An over-
lay calibrated in tangents of the angle enclosed between the x-
axis and the signal is placed on the face of the oscilloscope, and
the sensitivity is adjusted to obtain a 45 0 ,-,-gle between the sig-
nal and the x-axis. The roving probe can then be placed at vari-
ous model locations and the relative modal deflection read di-
rectly from the overlay, Typically, when the maximum modal de-
flection is near unity, art accuracy of 0.01 to 0.02 may be ob-
tained by this method.
I
.
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Frequently, they modal slopes acre required at control system
gyro locations that provide angular or angular rate measurements.
These slopes can also be determined from accelerometer measure
ments, either directly by locating as pair of accelerometers nea r
the location of interest and obtaining the slope front the acceler-
ation differences, or from the actual mode shape plots. Note that
it may be necessary to perform the slope a.aeasurements on the ac-
tual gyro mount location because the apparent modal slope may
differ considerably (duce to elastic deformations) from the modal.
slope measured on the external surface, of model .
Modal damping measurements can be made by determining the
logarithmic decrement of the modal amplitude at selected locations
after the exciting force is cut off. The accelerometer output
traces can be used for this purpose.
Thus far the mass of the accelerometer has not been considered
For the models contemplated in this report, heavy accelerometers
may significantly increase the modal generalized mass. The mass
of a small, light crystal accelerometer (including the truss of the
connecting cable moving with the accelerometer) is in the order
of 10 grams (0.022 lb) . For the 1/10-scale directly scaled AAP
cluster model, this corresponds to 22 11) full. scale. At the loca-
tion of maximum modal deflections for the elastic cluster modes,
the generalized mass increment due to a single accelerometer of
10 grams mass is app :, , ximately 0,0005 lb-sec`/in„ or 0.05% of the
energy-normalized generalized modal mass (1.0 lb-sec"'/in.). As-
suming no more than twenty 10-gram accelerometers distributed over
the model, the expected approximate contribution to the general-
ized energy-normalized mass would be in the order of I of the
total modal generalized mass, The corresponding frequency reduc-
tion would be approx4mately 0,125%. Therefore, direct at°tachment
of light crystal accelerometers to the AAP cluster model appears
permissible, assuming that the total acceleromerter. -ass does not
exceed about ^% of the model mass.
Attachment of accelerometers to the space antenna model is
somewhat more difficult. The weights added for mass loading of
each bay may be in the form of accelerometer platforms providing
a convenient location for the accelerometers. Depending on the
type of construction (see Chapter IV), the weight of the model
may vary between 5 to 25 lb. The lower weights would definitely
not permit more than a few accelerometers, and would require
mode shape and slope measurements by roving probes only. To
ensure symmetry of the modes, it may become ne<zessary to use
dummy weights placed at locations opposite to and 90° from the
roving probe.
W
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A review of available accelerometers has indicated that sev-
eral current models would be suitable for the AAP cluster rand
space antenna vibration surveys. In particular, Ref VI-4 indi-
cates that any of the Colombia 600- series accelerometers would be
suitable for instrumentation of the cluster model. These accel-
erometers feature a nominal sensitivity of approximately 5 peak
my /peak g and a flat frequency response from approximately 1.5 Hz
to 6 kHz. These accelerometers weigh only 1.5 graves (exclusive
of cable and connector) and are available with either stud or ad-
hesive mounting. In addition, a very lightweight accelerometer
especially suitable for the s pace antenna vibration test is avail-
v.ble from Clevite. This instrument, Model 2E5, weighs 0.8 grams,
has a sensitivity of 2 my /g ind is available with adhesive mount-
ing. Instrumentation for transfer function tests will require a
force gage to measure the amplitude of the exciting force at the
transfer function input location.
C. MODEL EXCITATION
In a modal survey, the natural vibration modes are usually
excited by one or more of the following types of excitation equip-
ment:
1) Electrodynamic shakers;
2) Electromagnetic induction shakers;
3) Acoustic shakers;
4) Air jet shakers;
5) Fixed displacement mechanical shakers;
6) Rotating mass shakers.
The most suitable types of shakers for a vibration survey of the
models discussed in this report would be either electrodynamic
shakers, with the shaker coil attached directly to the model, or
electromagnetic induction shakers. The latter type has the advan-
tage of having no direct contact with the model and thus adds no
mass. The disadvantage of the induction shaker is that it requires
magnetic materials in the model.
The use of more than one shaker is recommended for both models.
Such an arrangement, when properly controlled, permits the excita-
tion of exceptionally pure modes. Shaker force levels on t--';e order
D. DATA REDUCTION
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of l lb are satisfactory for these models. A total of six.elec-
trodynamic shakers for the AAP cluster (with a total coil mass of
120 to 250 grams) would increase modal mass by k to '% , Possible
multiple shaker locations for the AAP cluster model are indicated
in Fib;. VI-2.
The use of multiple shakers for modal excitation requires an
iterative process. Initially, the approximate modal frequencies
art! determined with a frequency sweep through the range of interest.
Only one shaker is required for this sweep. Then, at each mode,
a fine tuning process is performed. One shaker is activated until
shaker current and voltage are in-phase on the monitoring oscillo-
scopr.. The next shaker is then activated and its phase determined
by selecting the phase that will reinforce the oscillation ampli-
tude. The amplitude is adjusted until the voltage and current
of all. shakers are in phase. Slight frequency variations nwv be
required during this iterative process, but experience has indi-
cated that it is possible, usually within a few minutes, to adjust
frequency, phase, and amplitudes of all shakers to that correspond-
ing to a pure mode. Once the proper pow€, r ratio is established
for all shakers, tficir individual adjustments are held fixed, and
the model vibration level is adjusted by increasing the voltage
output of the master frequency generator.
Although the use of multiple excitation equipment- is strongly
tecommended for these models, the use of a single shaker is also
possible. While the modes obtained with a single shaker may con-
tain components not at J or 180° phase angle to the exciter dis-
placenienc, various electronic instrumentation is available that
makes it possible to separate the 0 and 180° components.
When roving probes are used, mode shape deflection and slope
data can be obtained directly (e.g., Ref VI-1). Reduction of
fixed probe data is frequently performed with computer programs
that internally store, as a function of frequency, response cali-
bration curves for each accelerometer or other measuring instru-
ment. Such fixed probe data may be recorded on magnetic tape in
analog form and then be digitized for data reduction. Frequently,
however, the recording of the root-mean-square (rms) voltage for
oscillatory data is satisfactory. These data can be converted
directly, through the calibration curves, to instrument readings.
f
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The following subsections present a summary of vorio us methods
that can be used to validate test data, perform the data correc-
tions that may be required, and relate the .model test data to
full-scale data.
1, Orthogonality Ch eck
A check on the accuracy of the modal data obtained can be per-
formed by computing the inertia matrix of the model in nodal coor-
dinates and normalizing the diagonal elements to unity. Initially,
the unnormalized mass matrix, computed from the measured component
mass data and the mode shapes, is
k=3
[ I l
	 [ ^^]^ [ ^]^ + E _
Cix I
I'
-^x -- [VI-21 
k
k 
J k
,
k=l 
wher e
[F{] = matrix of measured mode shapes at mass element cg,
Im J
= diagonal matrix of model component masses,
jx = matrix of modal slopes about coordinate axis xk,
F k
(Ik l = matrix of mass element inertias about coordinate
J axis xk,
[I] = unnormalized generalized mass matrix.
The matrix [I],	 normalized to obtain unit diagonal elements, can
be expressed as
[ I]	 = 1 [ I l ..r P	 [ VI -3]
^lli^I	 l j,
where I ii are the diagonals of [Il, For orthogonal modes, exact
mass data and measurement techniques, she off-diagonal elements
would be zero. In actuality, an average absolute value of the off-
diagonal elements on the order of 0.05 to 0,1 allows the analyst
to assume modal orthogonality.
1.5
r'	 n	 ,
F_
	 ^	 1
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2. Transformation to Full-Stale Modal Deflections
Full-scale modes are usually given in form of energy - normalized
deflections and slopes, resulting in unit leterali'red masses for
each mode. The full-scale energy-normalized modes, corresponding
to the model measurements can be computed by the transformation
where
N11-scale energy-normalized mode shape,
c}- 
e 
= model-scale energy-normalized mode shape,
n = model scali^ factor..
The model-scale energy normalized mode shapes may be computed
from the measured deflections cO and from the corresponding diagonal
elements of the model-scale, unnormalized generalized mass matrices
e.
where the index i denotes the 1 t mode .
3 . , Anal y tical Correction Techniciues
Frequently the measured mode shapes and frequencies can be im-
proved by analytical techniques. The two main areas of such im-
provement are correction for added mass effects, and reorthogonal-
ization of measured modes.
a. Correction for Added Mass Effects - This technique becomes
important when the masses added through instrumentation, exciter
coils, and suspension system elements cannot be regarded as negli-
gible. If the matrix of energy normalized measured mode shapes
is denoted by [q)], the diagonal matrix of the measured circular
frequencies by [ ,J, the diagonal. matrix of the disc.rece model
masses (without the added mass elements) by [M], and the diagonal.
matrix of the added mass elements whose effects are to be removed
by [m], the homogeneous, undamped equations of motion in the meas-
,
e
=
ured modal coordinates N can be expressed as
VI-11
In this equation, 
I M1 + fill j
 [`,l	 111 11 [ed	 N
and it follows that
[(,1 `[M][,,] = DI — I^i I ImlI,,].	 [VI -5]
If the measured P ] 's are regarded as a set of assumed, nonortho-
gonal mode shapes, the true orthogonal modes (corresponding to nu
added masses) may be obtained as a linear combi-nation of the
vectors;
r
}
[ql = Pf][p],	 [VI-61
where [4] is the matrix of the desired "trice" orthogonal modes in
energy-normalized coordinates. The equations of motion for the
system without the added masses, [m], may be now written in the
assumed modal coordinates {qj;
[1] - [Cj ` [mj[fl l jqj + [' - ]Jq} = 10J.
	
[VI-71
If the "true" circular frequencies of this system are denoted by
Is* Equation [VI-7] will yield the following eigenvalue problem:
[P] W [P'	 [VI-8 1
If the norm of the product [cp] ^^m^1^1^] is much less than unity,
the above equation can be approximated by
l + C CPl ' Em11 (Pl [U j` [ P ]	 [ Pl [oj .
	
[VI- 91
The solution of the eigenvalue problem yields the corrected fre-
quencies Si, and the transformation matrix [P]. A linear recombi-
nation of the vectors of [cj intc; [(D] can be accomplished using
Equation [VI.-6].
b. Reorthogonalization,of Measured Mode Shapes - Frequently,
the measured mode shapes do not result in ort.i-logonal. vibration
modes; i.e., it is impossible to excite "pure" modes. The meas-
ured data then may be reorthogonalized using an analytical correc-
tion technique presented in Ref VI -2, In this method, one (or
more) reference modes is selected and assumed to be a "pure" mode.
Usually, one (or more) of the lowest modes, whose mode shape
VI-12
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uwasurcmunts indicate• 0 or 180' phase at all locations, can be
used for this purpose. The other modes are then successively or-
thog^onalized with respect to this mode by regarding the other
D10des as aaonort hog oral 41S.SMO 'd mods* s hajws , T h e mass matrix formed
by the reference scat and the mode #40  be orthwbonalized is of-
 the
f orm
	t ,i Mr 
	
ri;l m,`
	
l	 r	 -
	
,,.
	
[M]	 C rt.^. ^^^ ^^	 ^ ^M .^	 ^ ^Mr ,	 [VI-10]
t
	
t,	 ;'o
	
 
I: 	 I;
Where.
[4a] = assumed initial orthogonal modes,
[^i'.,] = mode to be orthogonalized,
[M.] = mass rliatrix,
modal coupling values.
The matrix
0	 1	 ]
4
has been Sound to orthogonal,ize the original node shape
,ind post -multiplying the rieht side Of 1:quation [VI-101
Lion [VI-11] yields
---------0--
	 M,=ti	 	 - - - -^- - -  QM^
- 
4"LMT1 j 1	 r4 Mq'i	 rP^'Mrr ::-
	
0	 i	 1
'E'IMq'?---------^..-- ---------------^{ "M`-`1-'iMC-`-+ ;1Mt--
+ d>^"wo, j Cil 'M16 cf, M(P, II)1M ^i	 -fl'^ M ^I 11 `ra. M^^^
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Pre-
by EgLaa-
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Using; tine relations
- 
q,l Mcp^ ri Mq'`
 + rp Mcf), ^. = 0
a nd	 (VI -131
[ ra'1 M^F'i l = ^ 1
yields
t
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^	 U
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	 - - - - - -
	 [T) ^ ["xl " [MJ	 J[T) .	 [VI-141
1	 r; '1	
- M t 	 M;	 t, M r';
TI t , modes art,, thus cc : rrectod and ortIiogonaIized t	 mil t YeneraI -
i%k—d mass as fellows;
	
[°,I[ T1 -- [',; 1 ',	 1	 -!	
M^`	
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E. EFFECT OF EARTH VERSUS ORBITAL ENVIRONMENT
Tile m.iin effect of in Earth test environment, when compared
with vibration testing in an orbital environment, is the presence
of aerodynamic. damping. Prototype vehicles of much lirger dixun-
sions and lower frequencies (characteristic times in excess of
1000 sec) than the ones discussed in this report may be regarded
as part of a coupled geocentric system; the gravity-gradient-
induced oscillations of the vehicle may be regarded as one of the
natural vibration modes. There is no need to consider this effect,
in the case of the AAP cluster and the antenna model because tfieir
relatively high elastic frequencies preclude any significant cou-
pling between the elastic modes and oscillations due to the gravi.(N
gradient.
r-
However, air damping may constitute a significant portion of
the damping present in the model. Frequently, it is by far the
Largest contributing factor to the total damping. Two types of
aerodynamic damping can be considered in atmospheric vibration
tests -- direct aerodynamic damping resulting from displacement
of structural panels and joint damping in riveted or bolted joints
where a portion of the damping is associated with the air pumping
action in the joints. The direct aerodynamic damping is nonlinear
for large deflections. The logarithmic decrement for a beam vi-
brating in the i th mode is
yi
b = (Pa/ 0b) Cd r i b
where
[ VT-161
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b - logari',hmic ducVelliellL of the oscillation,
a = air density (1 b-sec' /in
'b = heana imitcrial density (lb- se( /in.*'),
C  = drag coeff i cient,
mode shape fac tor for i tit mode,
y, = maximc;m amplitude in i th mode (in.) ,
b = characteristic beam dimension (in.) .
Note that the drag coefficient, C d , is itself a function of the
vibration amplitude. For small amplitude, the above expression
may be replaced by one that yields a constant logarithmic decre-
ment for a given beam. In both cases the logarithmic decrement
is directly proportional to p a , the air c.ensi ty.
P 1	 ^"'"
An estimate of the approximate magnitude of air damping vs
internal structural damping can be obtained from Fig. V1-3 where
structural damping values measured for' a large number of modes of
a directly scaled aluminum launch vehicle model (similar in con-
struction to the AAP cluster model.) are compared with t.l ,,e dampi.aai
measured for an aluminum beam in a vacuum. Air and joint damping
(which to a great extent is also proportional to air density) ac-
count for 50 to 95% of the total damping. While the comparison
gives only an approximate indication of the relative effect of
air damping, it can be concluded that a relatively low vacuum
(air density approximately 1% of sea level) should be sufficient
to create a good simulatioi. of the orbital environment from the
point of view of damping.
Both the launch vehicle model structure yielding the above
data and the AAF cluster are of a similar construction in that
they contain large enclosed spaces with a resulting Large surface
area per unit mass. The antenna model, consisting of rods or
small diameter tubas, presents a surface area per unit mass at
least an order of magnitude below that of the AAP model. Damping
values measured for this configuration will probably be similar to
those measured in a vacuum be'cause, , in addition to the relative'y
high surface density, there are no riveted or bolted joints.
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A prvrvquisiIv for rvasonabIv d ampIt ►g simuIattoil 111 this modal is
the replacement of the reflecting membrane by equivalent diagonal
wires. If the membrane wvry
 to be rccained, the antenna model
would have to be tasted at approximately 0.1% of normal atmospheric
density (or less) to reduc k , aerodynamic  daamping to a negligible
va I tiv .
Although the measured damping values for the antenna wodel may
be relatively close to those measured in vacuum, either of these
values may differ considerably from the value that would be ob-
t.ained in a full.-scale vibration test performed in the orbital
onvironmerrt . The reason for this is the difference in model and
prototype construction. One feasible approach to approximating;
the true damping in the antenna prototype structure is a compara-
tive damping test performed on two truss structures similar in
geometry to a typical antenna bay. One of these trusses would be
constructed by using nnadel construction techniques while the other
one would he similar to the prorotype, This simulated prototype
truss would have to have the proper strength to resist the weight
loads and vibration test dynamic loads in the Earth environment.
Both of these trusses then would be excited in a vacuum chamber.
The ratio of the measured damping values for the two types of 	 }
trusses would indicate the relative energy dissipation capability
of the structures. This ratio could hen be used to compute the
approximate prototype damping values under the assumption that
Modal damping values are proportional to the e ►-►orgy dissipation
capabilities of the two experimental trusses.
It must be mentioned that full-scale damping values are fre-
cju(ently higher than those Measured in directly scaled or replica
ux)del s . This fact can be accounted for in part by the nonlinear
nature of aerodynamic damping at large amplitudes. An equally
important effect is the presence of wire bundles, insulating mate-
%`-	 rials, etc, in the full-scale vehicle. These components contrib-
ute to viscous or hysteresis damping but are not simulated in even
a replica model. For the	 vehicle model mentioned previausly,
full-scale modal damping val. ,ea werru approximately twice the r, ►odel
values.
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VII. CONCLUDING DISCUSSION
A. MODELING GOALS, APPLICABILITY AND LIMITATIONS
Two major goals of vibration testing programs performed with
low
..
	
	
,,aamic scale models were defined in Chapter I, Introduction.
These goals are (1) verification and improvement of the analyti-
cal techniques used for vibration, loads, and stability analyses
of the prototype vehicle, and (2) determination of mode shape, fre-
quency, and damping data beyond the accuracy of existing analyti-
cal techniques. The achievement of the first of these goals gen-
erally requires a dynamic model whose construction is similar,
but not necessarily identical to the full-scale vehicle. Achieve-
ment of the second goal requires a dynamic model with an extremely
high fidelity simulation of the full-scale vehicle dynamic pro-
perties. This is usually only available through replica models.
r_1
The two full-scale prototype space vehicle configurations
serving as the basis for the present studies use different con-
struction methods. These construction methods in turn affect the
degree of fidelity that can be achieved in dynamic scale-model
simulation. In general, construction of the AAP cluster configura-
tion is similar in many respects to aircraft and launch vehicle
structures in use today. This construction results in a relatively
stiff configuration, permitting direct geometric or replica scal-
ing. Any directly scaled model of this vehicle has enough local
and overall stiffness to permit assembly, handling, and vibration
testing in a 1-g environment. Thus, the only constraints in the
construction of a replica model are economic factors and manufac-
turing technology. Within these constraints, a model structure
that is dynamically equivalent to the full-scale AAP cluster can
be built.
Exotic construction methods used in the hypotheti::al 100-m
reflecting antenna do not permit replica scaling. Some of the
material gages used in prototype construction are dear to existing;
technological limitations, and direct geometric scaling of the
truss tubes and the reflecting membrane is clearly impossible at
any reasonable scale factor. The antenna structure 11as extremely
low stiffness; thus, even a very small modal scaled in accordance
with replica scaling laws could not support its weight in a 1-g
environment. While material aad manufacturing limitations would
not permit a replica model/prototype scale less than 1/2 or 1/3
VII-2
(which is clearly impractical), static loads considerations in
the 1-g test environment would not V+ermit a direct geometric model/
prototype scale greater than perhaps 1/1000. The only possibility
remaining for antenna dynamic simulation is limited equivalent
stiffness scaling. The method selected to scale the antenna was
simulation of overall truss geometry where each full-scale trust;
member is represented by an equivalent model member. By far the
most important stiffness property of the antenna framework is th,2
extensional stiffness of the individual truss members, and this
stiffness is scaled without distortion. Both the prototype and
the model truss members have uniform distribution of mass per
unit length, aid this quantity is also scaled without distortion.
Because it is impossible to simulate the detailed construction
techniques, geometry, and materials of the prototype at the model
scale, there is a deficiency in the exact simulation of the follow-
ing stiffness parameters:
1) Shear and bending stiffness of truss members;
2) . , Torsional stiffness of truss members;
Shear stiffness of truss bays (membrane is replaced
'	 by di'agonal, wires) .
In addition, because the 'membran e, reflecting surface is replaced
by diagonal stiffeners, the mass distribution of the membrane
must be simulated by lumped masses attached to truss members.
This provides the proper overall surface mass distribution, but
does not simulate this distribution within an individual bay.
The deficiencies in stiffness and mass scaling listed above
are relatively insignificant because their, effect should be felt
only in "local" simulation of individual bay properties. The
simulation provided by the antenna model proposed will give the
proper truss-type deformations, and the deficiencies should .affect
dynamic simulation only in modes that contain deflections of the
truss members in bending and torsion or are associated with out-
of-plane membraae deformations. Thus, the overall simulation
provided by the proposed model should be valid and accurate for
.modes with nodal distances equal to or exceeding the bay dimen-
sions.
Both models satisfy the two major goals of dynamic model
simulation, although there is a great difference in the extent to
which these goals are achieved. The AAP cluster model yield.s
dynamic simulation equivalent to the full-scale vehicle. Thus,
it essentially guarantees full achievement of these goals.
^i
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Dynamic simulation provided by the antenna model is limited and is
definitely not equivalent to the full-scale vehicle in an orbital
environment. The quality of dynamic simulation is limited to vi-
bration modes whose nodal, distatizes exceed the dimensions of the
antenna bays. In addition, because of the different method of
construction from that of the prototype, this model cannot be used
directly for determination of prototype modal damping. This, in
turn, limits its usefulness for transfer function testing. The
model can, nevertheless, be used for verification a- even improve-
ment of existing analytical models.
The model design approaches presented here are general enough
to permit their use, with the limitations described in the follow-
ing paragraphs, in any model program to simulate prototype struc-
tures of similar construction.
The modeling approaches do not consider oscillatory prototype
deformations caused by "weak" forces in the orbital environment.
Such forces include the gravity-gradient, magnetic field, or ther-
mal interactions. The static or rigid-body motions induced by such
forces will couple with the elastic modes if the elastic frequen-
cies are close to the orbital frequencies. Because these to
forces are purely harmonic (or have harmonic components at the
orbital frequency), the resulting perturbed elastic modes may be
regarded as coupled modes of the Earth-prototype system. No con-
sideration of these effects was included in the current model
analyses, aad the applicability of the methods presented is limited
to prototype structures whose longest characteristic response
times are considerably less than the minimum orbital period. For
Earth orbits of approximately 5200-sec duration or longer, a prac-
tical upper elastic period limit for the structure is on the order
500 sec.
It was implicitly assumed that the modal approach to the des-
cription of structural motions is applicable. This is not true
for some extremely large space antenna designs consisting of nearly
uncoupled components (e.g., the ribbon-type 1500-m radio telescope
of Ref VII-1). Dynamic models simulating such configurations re-
quire excitation methods that can excite the characteristic travel-
ing wave motions. Practical prototype configurations of this na-
ture would probably have characteristic times on the order of the
orbital period.
VW
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B. MODEL DESIGN AND SCALING PARAMETERS
The AAP cluster dynamic model. design considered to be the opti-
mum solution for achieving the desired modeling goals is a 1/10-
scale direct geometric model that uses prototype materials. The
various components and subsystems may employ somewhat different
construction techniques; however, the important scale factors
correspond to those obtained from direct replica scaling. In the
interest of economy of construction, it is permissible to use con-
struction methods different from replica construction in some model
components and subsystems. The model is of modular construction,
permitting easy assembly, disassembly, configuration changes, re-
placement, removal, or addition of components. Total weight of the
AAP model is approximately 115 lb, and the length is approximately
13 ft. Table VII-1 lists the more important scaling parameters.
The optimum configuration for the antenna model is an approxi-
mately 1/50 to 1/30 scale general geometric model. Diameter of a
1/50-scale model would be 2 m (3.33 m for the 1/30-scale model).
Model weight depends on the material used for construction. Table
VIZ-2 shows weights of typical aluminum and steel models.
A more detailed summary of antenna model weight is shown in
Fig. IV-21 (page IV-40).
Q caliug Parameter Definition Value
Mass m	 III 0.001p
Frequency (Elastic) fm /f p 10.0
Length, Radius, Thickness,
Tolerance dm/dp 0.1
Area Am/Ap 0.01
Volume Vm/Vp 0.001
Modulus of Elasticity Em/E, 1.0p
Mass Density pm/pp 1.0
T ime t /tp 0.1
m
Force (to Simulate External
Forcing Function or Internal
Forces) F /Fp 0.01
m
Weight* W /W 0.001
m	 p
Mass Moment of Inertia I	 I
M/ p
10-'
Area Moment of Inertia Sm/Sp 10-4
Surface Mass Density pm/pp 0.1
Extensional Stiffness Km/Kp 0.01
Bending and Torsional Stiffness T 1Tp 10-4
m/
Extensional Spring Constant k /k 0.1
m	 p
Velocity v	 v
m/ p
1.0
Acceleration a	 a
m/ p
10.0
Energy Normalized Modal
Deflection ^m /gyp 31.62
VII- 5
'fable V11-1 Scaling Parameters for AAP Cluster Dynamic Model
f	
*Scaled static elastic deformation of model in 1-g field corres-
ponds to static deformation of prototype in 0.1-g field.
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Table VII -2
 Weight of Reflecting Space
Antenna Dynastic Model
Steel Aluminum
0.0625-in.- 0.1-in.-
Diameter Diameter
Model Scale Truss
	
(1b) Truss	 (lb)
1/30 27 24
1/50 16 14
C. COMPARISON OF FULL-SCALE VERSUS MODEL VIBRATION TEST
This discussion is 1.1mited to the AAP cluster configuraL can
because there is no practical possibility of performing, in the
Earth environment, a full-scale vibration test of the reflecting
antenna configuration. While an orbital vibration test of this
configuration is not '.ecessarily impossible, exploration of the
possibility would require a separate feasibility study.
In the case of the AAP cluster, the analyst is faced with a
possible choice -- the vibration survey may be performed either
on a full-scale test article or on a dynamically scaled model.
The full-scale survey would remove all doubts regarding the vali-
dity of structural simulation, and this approach is usually em-
ployed in aircraft or launch vehicle vibration surveys. On the
other hand, several recent launch vehicle dynamic model programs
indicate their overall feasibility. Because the scaling and manu-
facturing techniques recommended for the AAP cluster configura-
tion do not require any significant advances over the techniques
used in these launch vehicle programs and because the prototype
structures are of similar construction, it is concluded that it is
technically feasible to perform a model vibration test program.
Experience obtained in earlier programs indicates that there
should be no significant loss of accuracy in the modal data ob-
tained provided that care is taken to provide faithful model dy-
namic simulation.
Three advantages of a model program make it technically pre-
ferable to a full.-scale vibration survey. These advantages are:
1) Ease of providing an equivalent free-free suspension
system;
i
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2) base of configuration changes permits the survey of
a large number of modes for several configurations.
Relatively easy renewal of a test series at some time
following initial test program;
3) Ease of multiple-point excitation that may be required
for this complicated structure.
The main disadvantage of such a program lies in the uncertainty
of adequate structural simulation. The adequacy of simulation is
postulated on the basis of experience with similar programs. While
this experience should give a high level of confidence, it is not
an absolute proof of simulation accuracy.
It is of interest to compare the economic aspects of model vs
full-scale cluster vibration testing. This comparison is, by
necessity, only an approximate estimate. Nevertheless it should
serve as a rough indicator of the economics of the two possible
test programs. Instead of a direct cost comparison that would
require an extensive current cost analysis, a relative cost esti-
mate has been prepared. The basic cost unit (CU) is equivalent
to one man-month including administrative and overhead expenses.
Estimated material and computer expenses have also been converted
into equivalent cost units.
The cost of the test program can be broken down into the
following major categories:
1) Airframe costs (model or full scale);
2) Direct test costs - this estimate must be based on
experience in similar tests and includes the cost of
suspension system, pretest preparation, etc;
3) Posttest expenses including data reduction, reporting,
and all. necessary analytical corrections to the test
data.
Airframe costs for the 1/10-scale AAP cluster model, including
engineering, manufacturing, and materials, are estimated at 300
CU (see Fig. IV-1, page IV-2). No direct cost data on a full-
scale airframe are available, and it is doubtful, because the air-
frame may have later uses, that the total cost of a test article
should be charged to the test program. This cost was arbitrarily
estimated at 600 CU. Test preparation, transportation, direct
test, and posttest expenses have been estimated on the basis of
expected test preparation time, test crew size (6 to 7 men for
f
A
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the model; approximately 35 inen for the full-scale article), total,
expected program time, and configuration change time. Ten con-
figuration changes for the model and four full-scale configura-
tions have bet-,n considered. Configuration change times were based
on the weight of the test article and the equipment necessary to
perform the required changes. To maintain a reasonable total test
program length, the dumber of configurations and total modes sur-
veyed is different in each case. Table VII-3 presents the approxi-
mate cost unit estimates for both programs.
Table VII-3 AAP Cluster Test Program Cost Estimate
Item
Model Test
Cost Units
Full-Scale Test
Cost Units
Airframe 300 600
Transportation 1 100
Suspension System 5 250
Test Preparation 6 20
Test Program
(200 Modes including
Configuration Changes) 15 --
(50 to 80 Modes including
Configuration Changes) -- 150
Data Reduction 12 6
Reporting 10 10
Total Test Program 349 1136
Total elapsed time from program go-ahead is estimated in
Table VII-4.
An overall comparison of the two programs indicates the con-
clusions shown in Table VII-5.
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'fable VII-4 AAP Cluster Test Program Time Estimate
Item
Model Test
(Months)
Full-Scale Test
(Months)
Airframe Acquisition 6 12
Test Program 3 6
Posttest Activity 6 6
Time to Rough Data 9 18
Total Time to Final Report 15 24
Note:	 Airframe acquisition time estimate assumes that full-
scale airframe engineering has been performed before
test program go-ahead.
Table VII-5 AAP Cluster Test Evaluation
Area of Evaluation Model Test
Full-Scale
Test Conclusion
Simulation Reliability Good Very Good Prefer Full-:kale
flexibility of Program High Low Prefer Model
Free-Free Mode Simulation Very Good Fair Prefer Model
Damping Simulation Fair Good Prefer Full-Scale
Total Program Cost 30% of Full- -- Prefer Model
Scale Test
Total Modes Surveyed 200 50 to 80 Prefer Model
Time to Initial Data 9 Months 18 Months I Prefer. Model
While the a)Qa a conclusions are based on approximate estimates.
they indicate that a model vibration test program is technically
equivalent to a full-scale test and is economically preferrable.
However, the information presented here must be weighed against
the somewhat higher expected reliability of full-scale test re-
suits .
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS
This study program, performed under National Aeronautics and
Space Administration Contract NAS8-21456 "Use of Dynamic Models
to Determine the Structural Dynamic Characteristics of Space Ve-
hicles," yielded the followl.ng summary conclusions:
1) It is feasible to construct a dynamic model of the
AAP cluster space station that will yield vibration
modal data of an accuracy comparable to that obtained
in a full-scale cluster test. Such a model can be
constructed at a 10% geometric scale, using presently
available manufacturing technology;
2) A dynamic test program using a 10% scale dynamic model
of the cluster can offer considerable savings in test
costs and test time. The model test would, within
the framework of realistic test programs, yield a
larger amount of useful dynamic data than the full-
scale test. A model program would permit easy config-
uration changes or alterations and a relatively easy
renewal of the test program in case of major config-
uration changes;
3) It is feasible to construct an adequate dynamic model
of the 100-rya space antenna configuration defined in
this report. Although this model would yield only a
limited dynamic simulation, it could yield vibration
modal data equal to or better than data that might be
obtained by analysis. The data thus obtained could
help in verifying and improving structural dynamic
analyses;
4) Model testing is the only feasible approach to experi-
mental determination of the space antenna dynamic
properties before actual orbital deployment. The
optimum dynamic model ranges from 1/50 to 1/30 geometric
scale;
5) The current study
follow-on program
components of the
nents would not of
of the techniques
corporated into a
cluster.
would be complemented by a limited
to manufacture certain critical
AAP cluster model. These compo-
zly further verify the feasibility
defined here, but could also be in-
complete dynamic model of the AAP
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TRUSS STIFFNESS CHARACTERISTICS
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APPENDIX A
TRUSS STIFFNESS CHARACTERISTICS
This appendix documents flexibility and stiffness charo(Aer-
istics for a planar truss under an in-plane applied load. Two
configurations are considered:
1) Planar truss with diagonal tension-compression member,
Fig. A-1(a) ;
2) Planar truss with two diagonal tension members, Fig.
A-1(b) .
Fig. A-1 Truss Configurations
All truss members are assumed to be uniform. The diagonal
member or members may have different geometry and material prop-
erties than do the main truss members.
To define the truss flexibility and stiffness in a form suit-
able for inclusion in the antenna model analysis, it is necessary
to consider two cases:
1) Case 1 - Deflection at 0 due to load at O , Fig.
A-2 (a) ;
2) Case 2 - Deflection at Q due to load at OB Fig.
A-2(b) .
I
0
U
P
A-2
(a)	 (b)
Fig. A-2 Truss Loading Conditions
Case 1 - By determining the internal member loads, computing
the total strain energy and applying Castigliano's Theorem, it can
be shown that
® = [7!-A—E+a2AP	 [A-1J 
Case 2 - In an identical manner, it cmn be ah-lwn thHL
fi^ -	 a2AE	 + a2A 'E ' + P	 [A-2 J
The average defle%Aion is then:
- 
= bO 
+ 
bO	
13 '` cat 2	 ^3S	 2	 -	 AE	 + A ► E	 P	 [A-3
And the truss stiffness is:
K=g=
	
a`
b	 ^^ + ca`' /2) + Q' .	 ( A -4J
AE	 A'E'
This expression is valid for either of the two configurations
shown in Fig. A-1.
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ANTENNA MODEL SCALING PROGRAM
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APPENDIX B
ANTENNA MODEL SCALING PROGRAM
This appendix documents a digital computer program to perform
an antenna model scaling study based on a given prototype config-
uration. The model is assumed to be of truss construction simi-
lar to the prototype. The prototype reflecting surface is replaced
by either two tension diagonals in each model bay (Type 1) or one
tension--compression diagonal in each model bay (Type 2). The
program is written in FORTRAN IV language suitable for use on the
IBM 1130-series computer.
Program Input - The required program input is:
1)
2)
3)
4)
Program
Geometry of the seven bays that form one prototype
gore;
Assumed skin effectivity factor -for each of seven
bays;
Model/prototype length scale factor;
Model material properties.
Output - The program output includes:
1) Summary of input geometry and input model parameters;
2) Cross-sectional area of bay diagonal/cross-sectional
area of truss for each model bay;
3) Incremental weight/cross-sectional area of truss for
each bay of model with two tension diagonals in each
model bay (Type 1);
4) Incremental weight/cross-sectional area of truss for
each bay of model with one tension- compression di-
agonal in each model bay (Type 2);
5) Model/prototype frequency ratio;
6) Total model weight/cross-sectional area of truss.
A simplified program flow diagram is presented in Fig. B-1.
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Start
Print Output Headings
Fead Prototype Geometry
t
Establish Prototype 	 Compute Additional Bay Geometry
	
Constants	 Compute c (AE)T/(AF.)D
Print Geometry
Read Assumed
	Prototype Skin	 Read Model Scale Factor
Effectivity Factors (f)	 Read Model Material Properties
<O.
	
^O
Data
	Check	 +
`0.	 Data	 >0'
	
Check	 001	 .
0.
Print Scale Factor
Print Model Material Properties
	
Stop	 ^ ..^.
Compute, Print AT/AD
Compute, Print AW/ AT (Type 1)
Compute, Print pW/AT (Type 2)
Note s 1. AE w truss rigidity.
2. AM = incremental weight. Compute, Print Model/Proto
3. Subscripts T and D refer to 	 Frequency Ratio
model truss and diagonal,
respectively.
Cc e, Print Model Weight/AT
Fig. B - 1 Flow Diagram, Antenna Scaling Program
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WRI TE 13 *1  10 1 WTOT
GO TO 35
99 STOP
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110 FORMA TI l0X• 19NMODEL MT/AI TRUSS) - Y -* 12.51
111 FOR04ATI//@InX•29140EL1 = EPS • fAE.ITRUS'S /I AEIOIAG•/•10X.
1	 19HOEL2 = ATRUSS/AOIAG#/o IUX9
2	 3SHOEL3 = DELTAM/ATRUSS 11 TENS DIAGSI•/910X•
3	 37HOEL4 = DEL TAY/ATRUSS ITEMS —COMP OIAG19 // 1
END
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SAMPLE INPUT DATA
24 04 10209 1 71 06 11906 15 40 3 18 8. 4 22 2. 5
263.36 266003 270.42 276.45 284.01 292. y 9 303.05
102.9 171.6 239.8 154.3 188.4 12205 256.7
004 0 04 004 004 0 .4 004 0 04
0,03333 300000000 0.28 3 30 00 00 00 . U. 28 3
0.03333 10500000. t1. 1 10 50 00 00 . 0. 1
0. n2 30000000. 0. 28 3 30 00'10 00 . 00283
0002 10 50 00 00. al l 10 50 CIO 00 . 00 1k..
	
0. 0
0.0
j
r	 r	 ^
PKECED1 1G PAGE BLANK NOT FiLMVD-
DEL 1. = EPS* (AE) TRUSS/ (AE) D I AG
DEL2 = ATRUSS/AD1AG
DEL3 n DELTAW/ATRUSS (2 TENS DIALS)
DEL4 = DELTAW/ATRUSS (TENS-COMP DIAL)
MODEL/PROTO FREQUENCY RATIO =
	 38.245
MODEL WT/A(TRUSS)	 =	 3096.858
MODEL DESIGN STUDY RESULTS
SCALE FACTOR =	 00020000
E(TRUSS)
	
=	 3000OOU4oU5
	 RHO(TRUSS)
	 =	 U.283
E(DIAG)	 =	 30000OU4oU5
	 RHO(DIAG)
	 =	 U9283
BAY DELI,
	 QEIL2	 UEL3 DEL4
1 1.4047	 3.5118	 2.5137 2.9504
2 0.7125	 1.7813
	 504754 6.42664 8:; 84	 1:1 'M	 Wli g 9:19P
5 0.5923
	 1.4809	 7.2978 8.5656
6 0.5166	 1.2916	 9.0269 10.5949
7 0.4623	 101559	 10.8888 12.7803
DELI = EPS*(AE)TRUSS/(AE)DIAG
DEL2 = ATRUSS/ADIAG
DEL3 = DELTAW/ATRUSS (2 TENS DIALS)
DEL4 = DELTAW/ATRUSS (TENS-COMP DIAL)
MODEL/PROTO FREQUENCY RATIO = 64•U4U
MODEL WT/A(TRUSS) = 	 5258.992
MODEL DESIGN STUDY RESULTS
SCALE FACTOR =	 0.020000
E ( TRUSS)
	 = 105()OUli2. U2 RHO(TRUSS)
   
	 =	 U.1U0
F(DIAG)	 = 1U5U0uU2•u2 RHO(DIAG)	 =	 u.luu
BAY DEL1 DEL2 UFL3 DEL4
1 le4G47 3.51iH 0.8882 1.U425
2 0.7125 1.7813 1.9347 2.2708
3 0.5308 1.3271 2.9475 3.4596
4 U.7U82 1.7705 2.UU61 2.3546
5 0.5923 1.4HJ9 2.5767 3.0267
6 095166 1.2916 3.1897 397438
7 0.4623 1.1559 3.8476 4.516U
DELI	 = EPS*(AE)TRUSS /(AE)DIAG
DEL2 = ATRUSS /AD I AG
--. _	
-	
__
W	 ^
B- 8
UEL3 = DELTAW/ATRUSS (2 TENS UTAGS)
DEL4 = DELTAW/ATRUSS (TENS-COMP GIAG)
MODEL/PROTO FREQUENCY RATIO = 63,736
MODEL WT/A(TRUSS) =
	
1858001
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